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Titre: Visualisations pour les Montres Intelligentes et les Trackers de Fitness

Mots clés: Visualisation de la smartwatch, conception du visage de la smartwatch, espace de conception,
visualisation des données mobiles.

Résumé: Cette thèse porte sur la recherche sur
la conception et l’utilisation de micro-visualisations
pour l’exploration de données mobiles et pervasives
sur des smartwatches et des trackers de fitness. Les
gens portent de plus en plus de smartwatches qui peu-
vent suivre et afficher une grande variété de données.
Mon travail est motivé par les avantages potentiels
des visualisations de données sur les petits appareils
mobiles tels que les brassards de suivi de la condition
physique et les smartwatches. Je me concentre sur les
situations dans lesquelles les visualisations soutien-
nent des tâches spécifiques liées aux données sur des
smartwatches interactives. Mon principal objectif de
recherche dans ce domaine est de comprendre plus
largement comment concevoir des visualisations à pe-
tite échelle pour les trackers de fitness. Ici, j’explore :
(i) les contraintes de conception dans le petit espace
par le biais d’un atelier d’idéation ; (ii) le type de
visualisations que les gens voient actuellement sur le
visage de leur montre ; (iii) une revue de conception
et l’espace de conception des visualisations à petite
échelle ; (iv) et la lisibilité des micro-visualisations
en considérant l’impact de la taille et du rapport
d’aspect dans le contexte du suivi du sommeil. Les
principaux résultats de la thèse sont, premièrement,
un ensemble de besoins de données concernant un
contexte d’utilisation touristique dans lequel ces be-
soins de données ont été satisfaits avec une richesse

de conceptions de visualisation dédiées qui vont au-
delà de celles couramment vues sur les affichages
des montres. Deuxièmement, un affichage prédom-
inant des données de santé et de forme physique,
les icônes accompagnant le texte étant le type de
représentation le plus fréquent sur les faces actuelles
des smartwatchs. Troisièmement, un espace de con-
ception pour les visualisations sur les faces de smart-
watch qui met en évidence les considérations les
plus importantes pour les nouveaux affichages de
données sur les faces de smartwatch et autres petits
écrans. Enfin, dans le contexte du suivi du sommeil,
nous avons constaté que les gens effectuaient des
tâches simples de manière efficace, même avec une
visualisation complexe, à la fois sur les écrans de la
smartwatch et du bracelet de fitness, mais que les
tâches plus complexes bénéficiaient de la taille plus
grande de la smartwatch. Dans la thèse, je souligne
les opportunités ouvertes importantes pour les fu-
tures recherches sur la visualisation des smartwatchs,
telles que l’évolutivité (par exemple, plus de don-
nées, une taille plus petite et plus de visualisations),
le rôle du contexte et du mouvement du porteur, les
types d’affichage des smartwatchs et l’interactivité.
En résumé, cette thèse contribue à la compréhension
des visualisations sur les smartwatches et met en évi-
dence les opportunités ouvertes pour la recherche en
visualisation sur les smartwatches.



Title: Visualizations for Smartwatches and Fitness Trackers

Keywords: Smartwatch visualization, Smartwatch face design, Design space, Mobile data visualization.

Abstract: This thesis covers research on how to de-
sign and use micro-visualizations for pervasive and
mobile data exploration on smartwatches and fitness
trackers. People increasingly wear smartwatches that
can track and show a wide variety of data. My work
is motivated by the potential benefits of data visu-
alizations on small mobile devices such as fitness
monitoring armbands and smartwatches. I focus on
situations in which visualizations support dedicated
data-related tasks on interactive smartwatches. My
main research goal in this space is to understand
more broadly how to design small-scale visualiza-
tions for fitness trackers. Here, I explore: (i) design
constraints in the small space through an ideation
workshop; (ii) what kind of visualizations people cur-
rently see on their watch faces; (iii) a design review
and design space of small-scale visualizations; (iv)
and readability of micro-visualizations considering
the impact of size and aspect ratio in the context
of sleep tracking. The main findings of the thesis
are, first, a set of data needs concerning a sightsee-
ing usage context in which these data needs were

met with a wealth of dedicated visualization designs
that go beyond those commonly seen on watch dis-
plays. Second, a predominant display of health &
fitness data, with icons accompanying the text be-
ing the most frequent representation type on current
smartwatch faces. Third, a design space for smart-
watch face visualizations which highlights the most
important considerations for new data displays for
smartwatch faces and other small displays. Last, in
the context of sleep tracking, we saw that people per-
formed simple tasks effectively, even with complex
visualization, on both smartwatch and fitness band
displays; but more complex tasks benefited from the
larger smartwatch size. Finally, I point out important
open opportunities for future smartwatch visualiza-
tion research, such as scalability (e.g., more data,
smaller size, and more visualizations), the role of
context and wearer’s movement, smartwatch display
types, and interactivity. In summary, this thesis con-
tributes to the understanding of visualizations on
smartwatches and highlights open opportunities for
smartwatch visualization research.
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Introduction 1
I started my thesis work with the goal to understand how to design and use micro-

visualizations [93] for pervasive and mobile data exploration. The increasing demand

for data visualizations on small mobile devices such as fitness tracking armbands, smart-

watches, or mobile phones drives my research interest. In these usage context, my goal is to

understand how we can use very small data visualizations, micro visualizations, in display

contexts that can only dedicate minimal rendering space for data representations. I focus

on situations in which visualizations support dedicated data-related tasks on interactive

smartwatches.

1.1 Introducing the Smartwatch„A smartwatch is a wrist-worn device with
computational power, that can connect to other
devices via short range wireless connectivity; provides
alert notifications; collects personal data through a
range of sensors and stores them; and has an
integrated clock.

— Cecchinato et al. [40]

People use smartwatches as personal data collection devices, and with additional wifi or

Bluetooth connectivity, smartwatches have access to various types of data. Smartwatches

have a long history, dating back to the early days of computer technology. The Hamilton

Watch Company introduced the first digital watch in the market in 1971 [158]. Their watch

model, Pulsar, used a digital display, and a button was necessary to display the time. In

1983, Seiko, a Japanese company, launched the world’s first TV watch, which allowed users

to see different types of data on a watch on two separate screens [54]. One narrow screen

showed just time, date, and alarm features, and another screen was used for video output.

The Timex Datalink, the first wireless smartwatch, was co-developed with Microsoft in 1994

and could wirelessly download information from a computer [163]. In 1998, Steve Mann

invented a wristwatch-based videoconferencing system [135]. All the earliest attempts to

build a smartwatch were to make daily life easier by gradually migrating from plugging into

PCs to being entirely self.
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The early 2000s have seen the beginning of the modern smartwatch evolution. IBM’s

WatchPad [168], Samsung’s SPH-WP10 [103], Fossil’s Wrist PDA [68], and Microsoft’s

SPOT [114] were all notable contributions to the advancement of the modern smartwatch.

Pebble’s initial Kickstarter [102] campaign to raise funds for the production of a smartwatch

collected more than 10 million US dollars in 2012, marking a new era in smartwatch history,

indicating an actual demand for such devices. In the next few years, organizations such as

Apple, Google, Fossil, Garmin, and Samsung, as well as some new startups, targeted the

smartwatch market. Since then, the research and development of smartwatch technology

and its adoption by wearers have seen a spectacular increase. According to Statista [183],

in 2022, the total number of smartwatch users globally was around 216 million, and it is

forecasted that in 2026, the number will be 230 million worldwide. People now increasingly

wear smartwatches that can track a wide variety of data.

1.2 Smartwatch Visualization

Despite the fact that smartwatches have grown incredibly popular in recent decades and we

see an increase in their use, we still know little about which types of visualizations are most

appropriate in the smartwatch usage context. Smartwatches have unique challenges: the

display size is small, extended viewing times can be strenuous, viewers are often on the

move and have quick information needs [74, 107].

When it comes to smartwatch visualization, “smartwatch face” visualization is perhaps the

most fundamental aspect to understand. The screens that wearers of smartwatches look at

most often are the “home” screen or “smartwatch face.” These smartwatch faces are the

primary screens [74], show time but also a variety of additional data to wearers. They

have become mini data dashboards that can give an overview of data such as step counts,

heart rates, locations, sleep information or even device-external data such as the current

Fig. 1.1: Photo credit of smartwatch faces from left to right, 1) apple.com, 2) getic.com,
and 3) garmin.com

2 Chapter 1 Introduction



temperature or weather predictions. Watch faces are typically small, have a resolution

between 128–480 px per side with a viewable area of around 30–40 mm [23]. Watch faces

are often customizable, allowing wearers to choose the data they want to see regularly and

at a glance.

One of the difficulties with designing data visualizations for smartwatch faces is that these

visualizations typically show many types of independent data (steps, weather, battery levels,

etc.) that need to be shown in a coherent watch face design. These non-time/date data

functionalities on smartwatches are called complications [98]. In this sense, watch faces

with several complications can be considered as small personal dashboards with distinctive

design challenges. These design challenges include limited display space for a large number

of possible complications, device form factors, the wish to express personality through

watch face themes and design styles, as well as the mobile usage context that often requires

information to be readable at a glance. In addition, watch faces require that time or date is

readable and often remains the primary data shown.

If you look at the examples of smartwatch faces, as shown in Figure 1.1, you see the– 1)

limited display space for showing data. For smartwatches, it is roughly 30–44mm in diagonal,

and for fitness bands, it is half of the smartwatch size; 2) often the targeted usage (such as

outside environment, glances, or while in motion); 3) it requires glanceable interactions,

that means you need to understand the information as quickly as possible when you see it

on your smartwatch. Currently, we have limited to no guidelines for designing visualizations

for smartwatches that consider these challenges. To better ground research on smartwatch

visualization, it is therefore important to understand how to design for and use visualizations

on smartwatches and identify research opportunities.

1.3 Research Context

The research area of my thesis is part of Information Visualization (InfoVis) research.

InfoVis is a research area concerned with abstract data-driven graphics or visualizations. It

studies and designs computer-supported interactive visual representations to amplify human

cognition [36]. My focus in this thesis is micro visualizations or the challenge of creating and

reading small-scale visualizations. Isenberg [93] defined micro visualization as small-scale

visualizations of a few degrees of visual angle in display contexts that can only dedicate

minimal rendering space for data representations. Fitness trackers, such as smartwatches

and fitness bands, are prime micro visualization usage contexts. For example, a large number

of people are interested in analyzing data about their health. To this end, people often wear

smartwatches and fitness bands that come with sensors and software that allows capturing

data on heart rate, step count, calories burned, or sleep duration. Because of their attached

displays, fitness trackers have many opportunities to communicate data to wearers using

visualization. I aim to understand how we can use micro visualizations on fitness trackers.

1.3 Research Context 3



Choosing the data type and showing it to wearers is a fundamental challenge impacting

how devices are adopted. In this thesis, I used commercial fitness trackers such as fitness

bands and smartwatches because my focus is on data representation and not developing

new technologies. However, I acknowledge that many types of wearable displays have been

proposed [87] and discuss some challenges related to these in Chapter 2. The work I present

in this dissertation is narrowed in scope. Specifically, I focus on understanding the– 1) watch

face visualization design space, 2) information visualization on fitness trackers, and 3) static

(non-interactive) representations – to establish an empirical foundation for smartwatch

visualization research.

1.4 Research Challenges

Because data visualization on small displays has so far been rarely investigated, I focused on

tackling the following main research challenges:

Ch1 What can help us to imagine future wearable micro-visualizations through a human-

centered design approach?

Ch2: Understanding the broader space of design constraints in the small display context.

What is the current practice of smartwatch data visualization to understand untapped

opportunities for smartwatch data visualization research?

Ch3: Understanding the interests and preferences of wearers when it comes to how to visualize

data on smartwatches.

Ch4: What are the constraints of readability of micro-visualizations considering impact of

task, size, and aspect ratio in a particular context?

To address these research challenges, I first started to explore a mobile visualization design

ideation methodology through a series of activities as a step towards discovering the potential

of smartwatch visualizations. Our motivation was to explore a design methodology that

would allow us to design dedicated smartwatch visualizations rather than thinking about

how to shrink existing visualizations. I collected and analyzed a large number of extremely

varied smartwatch visualization designs that clearly showed the potential of smartwatches

to help with in-situ tasks.

After seeing the wide variety of possibilities, my next step was to investigate the current use of

visualizations on smartwatch faces. We conducted an online survey with smartwatch wearers,

then complemented these results with an online search and analysis of smartwatch face

examples, as well as an analysis of the technical capabilities of the watches our participants

reported wearing. We found a predominant display of health & fitness data, with icons

accompanied by text being the most frequent representation type. Combining these results

with a further analysis of online searches of watch faces and the data tracked on smartwatches

that are not commonly visualized, we showed opportunities for visualization research.
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Next, I conducted a second in-depth study and analysis of visualization designs for popular

premium smartwatch faces according to their design styles, amount and types of data, as

well as visualization styles and encodings they included. From the analysis we derive a

design space meant to provide an overview of the most important considerations for new

data displays for smartwatch faces and other small displays. This design space can be used

by practitioners as inspiration for different design choices but also by researchers to find

open opportunities and ground empirical work on smartwatch visualization design.

After having studied common data types for smartwatches, how data are commonly repre-

sented, and a rich set of ideas for future visualizations, next, I wanted to explore, complex

charts on fitness trackers. To do so, we tested the readability of micro visualization of

sleep data. We ran four studies related to the visualization of sleep data on wearables

with two form factors: smartwatches and fitness bands. Our goal was to understand the

interests, preferences, and effectiveness of different sleep visualizations by form factor. In

one in-person pilot study, and two crowdsourced studies, we then tested the effectiveness of

the most preferred representations for different tasks, and found that participants performed

simple tasks effectively on both form factors but more complex tasks benefited from the

larger smartwatch size.

1.5 Thesis Overview

My thesis work contributes to 1) an ideation exercise for finding the untapped opportunities

for smartwatch visualization in the context of sightseeing, 2) findings on current smartwatch

use and open opportunities for visualization research and design, 3) a first in-depth descrip-

tion of the design space of smartwatch face visualizations and a research agenda to inform

and inspire the visualization community to pursue and improve smartwatch visualizations,

and 4) findings regarding the effectiveness of preferred visualizations across three form

factors (smartwatch, horizontal, and vertical fitness bands) to make recommendations about

visualizations for sleep data.

The thesis is structured into seven chapters. The title and short descriptions of each chapter

are listed as follows:

Chapter 2 Related work on Smartwatch Use and Visualization

describes my literature review of smartwatch use, smartwatch visualization and a systematic

review of smartwatch representations on watch faces and in applications.

Chapter 3 Smartwatch Visualization Ideation

provides a simple, generative ideation activity for smartwatch visualization illustrated by our

experiences and an analysis of the outcomes of the exercise for smartwatch visualizations.

Chapter 4 Smartwatch Visualization: A Survey with Smartwatch Users
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presents the findings of a survey with 237 smartwatch wearers, and assesses the types of

data and representations commonly displayed on watch faces.

Chapter 5 Smartwatch Visualization: A Review and Design Space

demonstrates a systematic review and design space of visualizations on smartwatch faces,

which can expose a variety of data to the wearers and often include visualizations. This

chapter builds on the prior work described in the previous chapter 4 in multiple ways: a

second in-depth study and analysis of visualization designs for popular premium smartwatch

face according to their design styles, amount, and types of data, as well as visualization

styles and encodings they included.

Chapter 6 Perceptual Study on Sleep Visualization

presents the findings of four studies related to the visualization of sleep data on wearables

with two form factors: smartwatches and fitness bands.

Chapter 7 Conclusion

summarizes my thesis and provides discussion and reflection on possible future work on

smartwatch visualization.
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Related Work 2
The practice of using technology like wrist-worn wearables (e.g., smartwatches, fitness bands)

is becoming more widespread. Wearers of fitness tracking devices often use visualizations to

increase self-awareness, and self-knowledge that may lead to behavioral change. However,

research on visualizations for fitness trackers is still sparse. Prior work with wrist-worn

devices has focused mostly on presenting new form factors for smartwatches (for example

Augmented Forearm [153], Snaplet [188], Doppio [175], Facet [132], Display Skin [34], or

Watch accompanied by Strap [112]), improving the technical capabilities of smartwatches

(e.g., battery life [141], screen resolution [164], sensors [105, 126, 187, 196], interaction

techniques [147, 150]), recommendations to improve engagement with wearers [38, 59,

179], or the role of these wearable devices in people’s life [159]). Here, I focus on the

use, interactivity, and perception of wearable data visualizations. I discuss related research

on wrist-worn fitness trackers’ current use and their visualizations after briefly introducing

wearable devices.

2.1 Wearable Devices

(a) Jarusriboonchai &
Häkkilä [99]

(b) Seneviratne et al. [174]

Fig. 2.1: (a) Examples of wearable devices according to the body part the devices are worn
on. The numbers indicate the body parts– 1) Head, 2) Ear, 3) Chest, 4) Torso, 5)
Arm, 6) Wrist, 7) Finger, 8) Waist, 9) Pelvis, 10) Thigh, 11) Leg, and 12) Foot.
(reprinted with permission from the ACM)

(b) The classification of Seneviratne et al. [174] wearable devices is based on three
main categories, where each category is divided into sub-categories. (reprinted
with permission from authors)
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Thad Starner [182] defined wearable computers as “any body-worn computer that is designed to

provide useful services while the user is performing other tasks.” Although wearable technology

can be dated back to the mechanical watches of the 1900s, the emergence of “wearable

computing” started only a few decades ago [79]. The first wearable computer in the

modern programmable sense was invented in 1981 by Steve Mann, who built a backpack-

mounted computer with text, graphics, and multimedia capability to control photographic

equipment [79]. From a wearer’s point of view, Mann [134] also described the six attributes

of wearable computing, where a wearable device is – 1) Unrestrictive to the wearer (e.g., the

wearer can do other things while using it); 2) Unmonopolizing of the wearer’s attention (e.g.,

a wearable device is built with the assumption that computing will be a secondary activity

rather than a primary focus of attention); 3) Observable by the wearer (e.g., the output

medium is constantly perceptible by the wearer); 4) Controllable by the user (e.g., the wearer

can grab control of wearable devices at any time you wish); 5) Attentive to the environment

(e.g., a wearable device gives the wearer situational awareness); 6) Communicative to others

(e.g., a wearable device can be used as a communications medium when wearers want it

to). Wearable computing is now a much more important part of our lives, with a variety of

wearable technologies supporting us in living better lives and working smarter. Wearable

technologies, also known as “wearables,” are typically worn on the bare skin, such as worn

on the wrist (e.g., smartwatches, fitness bands), on the arms (e.g., belts, straps), on the chest

(e.g., electrocardiogram patch), hung from the neck (e.g., chains, necklaces), on the head

(e.g., glasses, a helmet), as a piece of jewelry (e.g., on a finger, ear, or in a shoe), or worn on

top of clothes (e.g., e-textiles, smart clothes). Based on existing literature, Heller et al. [87]

proposed a design space for wearable displays, where they categorized wearables based on

their placement on the human body and display content (e.g., intended audience, temporal

features, and display technology). They categorized nine places on the body, such as head,

torso, waist, legs, foot, arm, hand, wrist, and entire body, commonly used for wearables

as accessories, clothing, and body skin. Jarusriboonchai and Häkkilä also grouped 129

wearable devices according to 12 body parts the devices are worn (see Figure 2.1a). Their

main focus was customization-enabled wearable devices which allow wearers to modify

the technology to meet their own needs and preferences. Similarly, in a survey of existing

commercial wearable products and advanced research prototypes, Seneviratne et al. [174]

put wearable devices under three categories: 1) Accessories, 2) E-Textiles, and 3) E-Patches

(see Figure 2.1b). Wist-worn devices (e.g., smartwatches, fitness bands) are the most

widespread wearables because the wrist is the prevalent placement for wearable displays

and is easy to read and reach for interaction [87]. In this dissertation, I narrow my focus to

wrist-worn devices because of their increasing use by wearers.
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2.2 Fitness Trackers Use in the Wild

Fitness trackers have become an essential tool for quantified-self enthusiasts, self-trackers,

sports enthusiasts, and healthcare professionals seeking to track daily activities, achieve

personal goals, enhance athletic performance, and monitor patients’ health. Quantified Self,

also known as self-tracking, self-monitoring, lifelogging, personal informatics, and personal

analytics [130], has become a craze for fitness conscious people in their daily lives. In the

following, we discuss related research on fitness trackers’ current use and visualizations.

Reasons for Wearing Fitness Trackers. Fitness tracking devices such as smartwatches and

fitness bands boost the “quantified self” movement, and research has continued to try and

understand the wearer’s motivation to use these devices. Carrion et al. [38] conducted

a study with 30 teenagers using the Withings Pulse smartwatch [193], and the Misfit

Shine [177] fitness tracker for a week. The main data participants used were calories burned,

steps made, and sleep duration because these were related to sports, and activity contexts

participants were familiar with, and related to specific goals they had set. In another

similar online diary study with 34 wearers of Fitbit [65] and Jawbone [101] trackers,

Asimakopoulos et al. [13] found that multiple factors motivated participants to wear a

device: (i) seeing if they met their goal (movement, sleep, calories count); (ii) looking,

and feeling good, improving their mood, and to avoid sitting; as well as (iii) getting tips,

and recommendations about their health. Choe et al. [43] analyzed 30 videos during

which quantified selfers presented the insights gained from their data to understand what

people wanted to learn from their personal data. The researchers found that quantified

selfers engaged in many insight-generating data analysis tasks (such as looking at trends,

correlations, or distributions) to self-reflect. Later studies focused on commonly used

features of smartwatches, finding that people mainly used smartwatches to monitor [176],

and track activities [137] or respond to notifications [159] in addition to timekeeping.

Schirra and Bentley [171] conducted interviews with early adopters of smartwatches with

a focus on reasons for adoption and what tasks wearers used the smartwatches for. They

found that viewing notifications from the connected device was the most used feature,

and notifications about the daily goal from the smartwatch health-fitness sensor motivated

them to continue wearing the smartwatch. Similarly, Cecchinato et al. [39] emphasized

the benefits of receiving notifications on smartwatches and saw that participants wanted

notifications to be (i) glanceable, (ii) priority-filtered, and (iii) contextual.

Setting Self-tracking Goals. People’s tracking goals and practices evolve as their needs and

understanding change [58, 60]. Individual goals of fitness tracker wearers can be personal

depending on their mindset and context. Niess and Woźniak [152] conducted interviews

and a survey with fitness tracker wearers and created a goal evolution model to describe

how qualitative goals (e.g., I need to lose weight) emerge from internalized hedonic and

eudaimonic needs (e.g., I want to feel well in my body) and are translated to the tracker’s

quantitative goals (e.g., 10k steps a day) through reflection and trust. Therefore, trackers
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need to refer to qualitative goals and show wearers how their daily quantitative goals

contribute to more significant qualitative goals. However, the challenge with current-day

fitness trackers is the normative nature of goals, highlighted in a study by Spiel et al. [179].

An example of such a goal is the tracker’s daily step count, which is a marker of fitness,

regardless of other factors, such as the wearer’s current state of fitness or whether the step is a

joyful step or a miserable step. The authors offer design strategies to approach fitness tracker

designs through a more diverse lens by allowing more customization to individual needs

(e.g., age, sickness) and context (e.g., mood, religious observation, pregnancy). The authors

also emphasized implications for designers and recommended displaying fitness tracker data

more clearly, by displaying visual representations of a range of bodily movements (e.g., rapid

walking, climbing up stairs), including the precise number (e.g., 2k steps). In a recent study,

Feron et al. [62] focus on pregnancy as a lens to understand how self-tracking devices are

used as people experience a life change. They surveyed 41 pregnant women to understand

the use and engagement with self-tracking tools (specifically Fitbit users) as they transitioned

into their pregnancies. They found that many women were challenged with reading their

tracker-provided raw data (e.g., step count, heart rate), increasingly turning to other people

to help them in this process and highlighting the lack of support offered by trackers.

Using Fitness Trackers during Sports Activities. Despite activity tracking, in sports,

smartwatches are used for skill improvement support systems, training, or feedback for

improvement. Lopez et al. [128] studied the effectiveness of smartwatches as an individual

skill improvement support system in sports in baseball pitching action and tennis’ serve

action, where arm movement is significantly related to skills. They found that on-site

feedback (e.g., baseball pitching speed 86km/h) and skill improvement advice (e.g., let’s

throw with your wrist more flexibly!) after the activity on smartwatches improved the

participants’ pitching speed. Langer et al. [116] showed a concept for a crash risk indication

application for sports smartwatches in mountain biking.

Using Fitness Trackers in Healthcare. Research on smartwatches, used as assistive devices

for medical care or illness prevention has also shown promising potential in healthcare,

specifically, for elderly population, when remote health monitoring is crucial. Smartwatches

can assist with patient health monitoring by keeping track of a patient’s medication [104]

and reminding them when it is time to take their medication each day [133]. Research

has shown the advantages of using smartwatches by deaf and hard-of-hearing people, for

example, assisting low-vision people during daily activities [160] or providing environmental

sound awareness [72]. Mielke and Brück [140], from their interviews with six deaf people,

found that participants were confident about using the smartwatch and described the

advantage of the smartwatch use as it is an everyday device used by most people, thus would

not stand out and is not recognizable as an assistive device in a social context. Similarly,

smartwatches were determined to be the most favored portable device for non-speech sound

awareness in a recent study of 201 deaf and hard of hearing people [64]. Others looked at

specific smartwatch uses in healthcare field such as stress detection [44, 178], understanding
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a wearer’s emotional state [162], respiration monitoring during meditation [82], sleep

monitoring [41], diet monitoring [108, 173, 181].

Healthcare via smartwatch technology is still in its early stages. Getting both technology

and data displays right is critical since gathering erroneous health data or misinterpreting

such data might result in harmful side effects [148]. Meyer et al. [139] have shown how

visualizing health data in the context of mobile data visualization is difficult and complex.

Research has yet to focus on healthcare data representation difficulties on the smartwatch. In

contrast to this stream of research, I focus on data representation directly on fitness trackers,

specifically on smartwatches, and how dedicated representations should be designed for

smartwatches.

2.3 Data Representations on Fitness Tracker

For visualization research, smartwatches pose unique usage challenges. Studies have shown

that people take a look at a smartwatch on average for only 5–7 sec [73, 74, 137, 159,

190]. Such brief peeks or glances allow for the reading of time (avg. 1.9 sec [159]), but

it is uncertain how much more information may be gleaned from a watch face at a quick

look. To answer this question, researchers studied low-level perceptual tasks to understand

glanceability of smartwatch visualizations [23], the impact of visual parameters (e.g., size,

frequency, and color) on reaction times [131], or representation preferences in an air traffic

control use case [145]. Recently researchers started to conduct dedicated research on

visualization techniques for smartwatches. Some of this research targets novel types of

representations such as Chen’s [42] temporal data, Suciu and Larsen’s [185] time spiral, or

Neshati et al.’s [146, 149] compressed line charts.

Smartwatches are becoming increasingly intelligent because they capture and communicate

a wide range of information to wearers. However, wearers may abandon smartwatches and

miss out on this technology’s benefits due to a lack of context-specific data representation or

if visualizations are not adequately designed. Niess et al. [151] studied the impact of various

approaches to represent unmet fitness tracker goals through visualization on rumination,

highlighting that multicolored charts on fitness trackers may lead to demotivation and

negative thought cycles. Amini et al. [5] conducted interviews with ten participants to

uncover demands for exploring health and fitness data, particularly while people are moving.

The most common insights were related to reading single or multiple values, estimating the

progress towards a goal, comparing one or multiple measures with other people’s, and being

motivated. Based on their findings, Amini et al. also asked nine graphics designers to sketch

representations for each insight type. Especially for the goal-based insight category, most

sketches used visualizations instead of text. Havlucu et al. [84] interviewed 20 professional

tennis players and found that the players’ abandonment of their trackers was due to the
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type of information displayed on the fitness trackers. Participants wished to see tennis-

specific data, recovery rate, and nutrition, as well as precise technical data regarding their

tennis performance, such as where the ball hit the racket, the speed of a stroke, how

the ball bounced off the floor, general mobility on the court, as well as weak points and

errors regarding their own game. Schiewe et al. [170] studied real-time feedback during

running activities for the 40 participants. They noticed that the participants preferred

visualization for self-serviced concurrent visual feedback on the smartwatch over textual

data representations.

Outside of the professional sports context, smartwatches also have a lot of potential to

be an essential part of the personal health movement. Yet, even with a potentially large

target audience, visualization guidelines for fitness trackers are still sparse. Most of the past

studies discussed health and physical activity data representations on smartwatches and

mentioned the challenges of representing these data types [148]. Neshati et al. [146], for

example, explored how to effectively use a smartwatch display for presenting interlinked

time series data (e.g., heart rate, breathing rate) with a space-filling line chart technique.

Van Rossum [166] suggested smartwatch visualizations aiming for easy-to-understand, clear

visuals, using a black background for contrast, and less disturbance in dim environments.

Albers et al. [4] showed that the tasks that wearers do when exploring a visualization are

influenced by the visualization’s design and choices of visual factors (e.g., position, color),

mapping variables (e.g., raw data, averages), and computational variables (how aggregated

data are computed). Pektaş et al. [156] showed how visualizations using icons and emojis

on warnings and alerts could motivate wearers to monitor health related information.

My own research focused primarily on smartwatch faces. As the home screen of a watch,

watch faces are the most frequently seen screens of a smartwatch. It is important to

understand more broadly how these small-screen displays are designed. Next, I discuss prior

studies that discussed watch face data representation or application design.

2.3.1 Smartwatch Representations on Watch Faces and in
Applications

To systematically analyze papers on smartwatch face designs or applications designs for data

representation, I conducted a small systematic review: Figure 2.2 shows the review results. I

collected papers using a snowball sampling technique that started from a first set of articles

I had read for prior work. I complemented this approach with a google scholar search with

the terms, “smartwatch visualization” and “smartwatch application,” and looked at the first

550 results before results became largely irrelevant. I also looked into the ACM and IEEE

digital libraries, searching with the term, “smartwatch,” and looked at the first 100 results.

I added papers if they included discussions about data displays on the smartwatch screen,
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Application Watch Face Watch face+Application

Health [167] [122] [108] [142] [67] [46] [81] [53] [124] [16] [11] [78] [74] [156] [166] [148] [185]

Enterprise [198] [14] [70] [26] [19] [1]

Design Ideation [61] [110] [37] [5] [195]

Driving Activity [120] [121] [125]

Sport Activity [77] [116] [12]

Child Care [52] [45]

Smart-home [113] [2]

Air Traffic [145]

Library [192]

Fig. 2.2: Publications that discuss smartwatch applications and data representation by
research areas. The color represents whether the publications discuss the specific
application design (application), watch face design (watch face), or both (watch
face + application).

and excluded papers purely on technical considerations or interaction-focused content that

did not discuss data displays.

I found 40 publications that discussed smartwatch data displays for applications, watch

faces, or both. Among them, only 10 papers included smartwatch face design ideas or

presented watch face prototypes. The other 30 publications focused entirely on the design

and development of smartwatch applications. I categorized the articles also according to

their main research focus. Five papers focused on broad design ideations either on watch

faces or both watch faces and watch applications. The others focused on specific application

contexts such as health (12×), sport activity (3×), child care/health (2×), enterprise

application (6×), smart-home (2×), library management (1×), air traffic control (1×), or

driving activity (3×). Only two papers [61, 74] focused entirely on smartwatch face design,

and eight others reported on both watch faces and applications. Esakia and Kotut [61]

describe five guidelines for designing smartwatch applications and evaluated them in a

mobile computing class, in which the authors asked undergraduate students to consider

the applications as part of a design and development cycle. The design guidelines helped

students develop watch faces in the context of a project promoting community physical

activity. Gouveia et al. [74] focused on glanceable physical activity feedback for smartwatches

derived through an iterative ideation process. They recommend glanceable feedback on the

smartwatch face to prompt further user engagement with the presented information.

The significant amount of personal data created by smartwatches and fitness trackers presents

a challenge for researchers and practitioners who must make sense of this information while

designing data representation. My thesis is concerned with understanding smartwatch

visualization design, specifically smartwatch mini dashboard design and smartwatch chart
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readability. In a prior study by Blascheck et al., the authors investigated three charts

(bar, donut, and radial) with increasing data points shown full-screen on a smartwatch.

The researchers’ goal was to find minimal perception time thresholds for a simple data

comparison task on the smartwatch. On the one hand, my work is closely related to

smartwatch perception studies. Such as this one, this thesis explores general smartwatch

face designs used in everyday life without a specific usage context. As such, this work is

also closely related to other two papers [5, 74]. Amini et al. [5] showed that minimal

designs and simple data-driven visualizations in the form of charts have a great potential

to support in-situ data exploration on small smartwatch displays. Gouveia et al. [74]

proposed six design qualities for smartwatches: being abstract, integrating with activities,

supporting comparisons to targets and norms, being actionable, leading to checking habits,

and acting as a proxy to further engagement while designing glanceable feedback for physical

activity trackers. They designed and prototyped four smartwatch faces, applying those design

qualities to understand better how different glanceable feedback affects wearers’ engagement

and physical activity.

2.4 Summary

In contrast to the stream of research I summarize above, my work complements prior

recommendations by systematically analyzing and reviewing smartwatch faces to guide a

smartwatch design space which can be used not only by practitioners as inspiration for

different design choices but also by researchers to find open opportunities and ground empir-

ical work on smartwatch visualization design. Furthermore, I focus on data representation

directly on fitness trackers and how researchers should design specific data representations

(e.g., sleep visualization) for the small-scale display. My work contributes visualizations that

wearers prefer for sleep data and the effectiveness of preferred visualizations across three

form factors (smartwatch, horizontal, and vertical armband) to make recommendations

about visualizations to use for sleep data.

In the following chapters, I will describe a workshop study and outcome, exploratory studies

on smartwatch face design, and a series of perception studies to look into the readability of

micro-visualizations on smartwatches.
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Smartwatch Visualization
Ideation

3

To uncover ways to create new designs for smartwatch visualizations and answer my
first research challenge, “What can help us to imagine future wearable visualizations
through a human-centered design approach?,” I took part in an ideation workshop in a
sightseeing context. The goal of the exercise was to create a rich set of different ideas in
the context of a specific use case. The workshop was conducted with Tanja Blascheck,
Pantelis Antoniadis, Cristina Morariu, Anne Reuter, and Petra Isenberg, contributing a
book chapter [37] and a poster [96]. Any mention of ‘we/our’ in this chapter refers to
my co-authors and colleagues.

This chapter aims to offer a simple, generative process illustrated by our experiences with

its use, with which designers can derive a rich set of ideas for smartwatch visualization

applications that are meant to communicate data visually in a specific context. Designing

visualizations for small wearable mobile devices is a challenging task. Many mobile apps

that include graphical data representations adjust and simplify desktop-sized visualizations

and make them available with simple interactions. These relatively direct design translations

point to possible untapped visualization and interaction design opportunities. Considering

both the technological and usage differences in mobile contexts, it seems extremely likely

that these untapped opportunities exist. Concerning technological differences, visualizations

for mobile devices can take advantage of novel input modalities that do not exist on desktops:

accelerometers, gyroscopes, or personal health-related sensors for heart rate, oximetry, skin

temperature, etc. Through sensors, mobile devices have direct access to data and can

provide quick contextual information to viewers. Most carryable and wearable devices

also have smaller screens or screens with completely different form factors than desktop

or laptop screens. This opens up opportunities to develop novel dedicated visualizations

rather than trying to make existing representation techniques fit. Concerning mobile usage

contexts, people’s motivation for using mobile visualizations is often much unlike those

of stationary office workers sitting in front of larger desktop or laptop screens. In mobile

contexts, for example, people: (1) may want to gain better awareness and understanding of

their surroundings, and current situation, (2) integrate this situational information into their

current activities, and (3) understand, share, or analyze data in non-office surroundings

with motion, uncontrolled lighting, or noise.

To let go of the limitations of designing by translating existing visualizations and adapting

them to mobile scenarios, we have devised and explored a flexible design process. This
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design process can help us to think of mobile visualizations by considering specific contexts

of use, mobile-specific tasks, and personal use cases. Specifically, the design process involves

stepping into specific usage contexts and tasks, then taking moments to reflect on the current

situation and information needs, ideating design ideas, and reflecting on them with others.

The methodology aims to create a rich set of ideas in the context of a specific use case.

Assessing the “value” of each idea, refining it, and selecting or discarding it, is a task intrinsic

to the motivation of us using the methodology. Therefore, this chapter does not discuss

methods to assess an idea’s novelty, effectiveness, or potential success. We also do not

claim that the methodology produces “better” ideas than other methodologies if that is even

something that can ever be claimed about an ideation methodology. Instead, this chapter

offers a methodology we tested and found helpful for generating rich ideas for mobile

visualizations that communicate data visually. We detail how the design methodology works

in general, how our participants adapted it, and provide examples of the richness of the

ideas that emerged in our design workshop.

3.1 Relationship to other Design Methodologies

The basic ideation methodology we used was first explored and then published as a workshop

paper by Currier et al. [51] with a focus on in situ journaling by a single person. Here, we

give more details on the method, relax the frequency of note-taking and sketching, and give

evidence about how the method can be adjusted and appropriated to different scenarios.

The method discussed here centers around sketching, a method Buxton [75] describes as a

distinct form of drawing that supports the exploration and communication of ideas about

designs. Dedicated “data sketches” have been found and studied on whiteboards [191] and

supported in data presentation and exploration interfaces [33, 117, 118] giving evidence

that people frequently think and brainstorm with data. As a support mechanism for data

visualization ideation, sketching has been in particular promoted as part of the Five Design

Sheet methodology [165] or the Visualization Worksheets [136]. Yet, these approaches focus

on specific details about a given part of the ideation process, such as designing an encoding.

Our method is more closely related to approaches for ideation in situated visualization design.

Bressa et al. [32] recently discussed a series of seven design workshops that, similar to ours,

used a variety of props and sketching sessions to create ideas for situated visualizations.

Discussions during ideation centered around several questions that were different from ours,

such as where to and how to place the visualizations in the world but surfaced some similar

concerns, such as designing simple rather than complex visualizations that can be parsed

at-a-glance.

Much of the visualization design ideation advice has tended to focus on specific situations in

which factors such as the data and domain experts are known (see, for example, Sedlmair

et al. [172]) or to provide specific details about a given part of the ideation process such
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as designing an encoding [165]. Our approach takes inspiration from several sources

including behavioral sampling [27, 55], repetitive sketching techniques [76], and enactment

of scenarios [90]. Within the larger ideation space, our method belongs to the empathic

design methodologies [184]. The goal here is for designers to learn how their designs

might be experienced in the intended usage surroundings. Many of the techniques that

exist to help designers understand these real-world experiences range from simple “what-

could-be” observations, role-playing, or taking existing prototypes into target environments.

Bodystorming [154] is a technique similar to ours as it focuses on design sessions in the

intended context of use coupled with discussions and further brainstorming on-site. It has

been promoted for the ideation of ubiquitous computing interfaces but follows a different

preparation phase as it gives participants specific design questions to target.

On a higher level, our method follows in the tradition of the IDEO Method Cards [91], which

intentionally provide a minimal description as a starting point—typically, one image, a title,

and 2–3 sentences. This minimal description helps trigger within each person or group of

people an ideation method that best matches their current needs. In this chapter, we provide

more detail, intending to focus on smartwatch visualization scenarios while still offering

considerable flexibility in the execution of the methodology. Each group adapted the method

to their personal, current situation, but within these variations, all groups found it a rich

idea generator.

3.2 General Steps of the Ideation Method

In general, the ideation activity takes 1–3 hours. It is intended to be done as a paired

activity with another person to share the experience and discuss ideas with. Together both

partners choose an activity (for example, going to the supermarket, going to the museum)

that is agreeable to both partners as well as the mobile context for which they would like

to design (e.g., phones, smartwatches, fitness bracelets). Next, both partners choose and

prepare note-taking material and decide on a note-taking procedure. Note-taking materials

can consist of digital devices, mobile device props made out of other materials such as paper

or cardboard, or simple notebooks. Once materials and situations are ready, both partners

should use a note-taking procedure that works for their scenario. Typically, both partners

start with their activity and stop after an agreed-upon time interval (choose note-taking

interval), with every 30 minutes being a good first estimate. During every activity gap, each

partner individually evaluates their information needs in the current situation and sketches

a visualization that would address these needs in the current situation for the chosen mobile

device (ideate). Notes should be added to the sketches, so ideas are clearly communicated

for later re-assessment of the sketches. After the sketching time both partners discuss their

ideas and add comments, adjustments, or variations to their notes and sketches. Then,

partners continue with the activity for the next time interval and repeat the previous two
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steps. It is ideal to try the activity at least four times or more as needed. After the end of the

exercise, partners meet as a group to go over all their sketches, generate affinity diagrams,

and choose the most promising ideas to iterate on further.

3.3 Smartwatch Ideation Activity

Ideation exercises can help derive new forms of smartwatch applications that have been

used successfully. Gouveia et al. [74], for example, focused on glanceable physical activity

feedback for smartwatches derived through an iterative ideation process. Through participa-

tory design workshops with children with ADHD, Cibrian et al. [45] identified tensions when

receiving notifications on a smartwatch and challenges in designing wearable applications

supporting children’s self-regulation. Similar to these two examples, we were interested in

ideation activities focused on deriving new ideas for smartwatch visualizations. We focused

on a specific usage context, sightseeing, rather than attempting to derive broad but unspecific

visualization ideas. In contrast to the prior work, our designs were derived during the activity,

in situ, and attempted to capture the information needs of participants in specific locations

and during the activity itself.

Fig. 3.1: a physical
paper
prop.

We conducted the workshop during a half-day group sightseeing activ-

ity in Stuttgart, Germany. We aimed to see whether the methodology

could generate a rich set of smartwatch visualizations dedicated to

the activity. We gave every participant a physical paper prop (see

Figure 3.1) in the shape of a smartwatch. The group, consisting of six

people, two foreigners (one who had never been to the city), three

locals, and one person who grew up in the area but had been living

abroad for over 16 years, started to explore the city of Stuttgart by

visiting sights and stopped every 30 minutes. Each individual eval-

uated their information needs in the current situation and sketched

a visualization on the prop that would address these needs in the

current situation. After the sketching time, the two partners discussed

their ideas and added comments, adjustments, or interpretations to

their notes and sketches. The ideation exercise took place at different

locations, including a market hall, the town hall with a famous pater-

noster elevator, twice in a museum with a historic clock collection, and

during lunch. We collected 34 sketches from the group. The following

idea descriptions are grouped by the locations where the smartwatch

visualizations were thought of.
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Stuttgart Market Hall

We created eight sketches, which we categorized into three groups. One group of
four sketches was about apps that would help with shopping inside the market hall,
such as a shopping list, a budget manager, or a product info display. One sketch
described a smartwatch application to find sights in proximity to the wearer’s current
location. Three sketches concerned apps, which give additional information about
the current sight, such as opening or busy time periods and facts about the place,
ratings by other tourists, or how one can pay for products (cash or credit). The left
image shows a budget manager for souvenirs, money already spent, and how much a
current item of interest costs. The middle image is a smartwatch face with an abstract
map background that shows sights in the vicinity. Each icon can be touched for more
information. The right smartwatch face gives detailed information about the current
sight being visited. The two inner rings show busy times, while the wristband (not
visible) shows additional information and ratings about the place.

Town Hall—Riding the Paternoster

Stuttgart’s main town hall has one of the few remaining functional and publicly
accessible paternoster elevators, which is a hidden tourist attraction in the city.
Here, we collected seven sketches in three different categories. Two sketches
focused on a smartwatch app related to elevator riding more generally, with
information about which floor one was on, which services were available on
the floor, or potentially also the position and waiting time for other elevators.
One participant enjoyed the
ride on the paternoster and
drew an app that would cap-
ture his excitement throughout
the sightseeing trip—showing a
spike during the visit at the pa-
ternoster. The outside ring color
represents an average level of
excitement for the day (left im-
age). Three apps were related
to an imagined visit to the town hall for administrative purposes (right image). The
purpose of the visit, place, and time of the appointment are shown, as well as an
average wait time and an indication of how many people (17) are in the front line.
All three were focused on way-finding in the rather large administrative building of
the Stuttgart town hall.
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Landesmuseum Stuttgart—Clock Exhibition

Next, we visited a local museum featuring a historic clock and a scientific measure-
ments exhibition. Here, we had two ideation sessions during which we collected
11 different sketches. Three sketches contained an app that would help with the
problem of taking photographs of exhibition pieces for memory keeping (left image).
Two further sketches included floor plans of the museum with tracking of which
rooms one had already visited (second image). Two sketches showed apps that would
allow us to have a closer look or get general information about exhibition pieces
close by (third image). Two sketches (right image) were concerned with giving an
overview, recommendation, and ranking of exhibition pieces in the museum as a
guide on what to view next. As we were getting closer to lunch and the end of our
sightseeing activities, two sketches showed information about upcoming events and
the time left for the museum visit.

Lunch

To conclude our ideation activity, we went for a joint lunch in a local café, and after
ordering food and drinks, we did one more sketching session that resulted in eight
sketches. Three sketches were concerned with the day as a whole. Two displayed
a history of activities throughout the day, and one focused on showing the weather
to inform future sightseeing activities. One app showed a daily overview of the
sightseeing activities of the day with measures of knowledge or calorie gain and burn
(left image). Four sketches were related to the restaurant experience focusing on
apps that would help to find a restaurant based on price, type of food, or ratings
(middle image). One app was related to choosing a menu item based on customer
reviews, for example, which dessert other people spoke positively about on public
ratings (right image). One app concentrated on more detailed information inside the
restaurant, such as waiting times, the assigned table, restroom information, or other
people one could meet based on social media connections.
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3.4 Insights from the Sketches

We wanted to analyze the sketches in-depth to find underlying patterns in the designs and

draw inspiration for future smart- watch visualizations. To analyze the 34 sketches, we

conducted an open card sorting [194] exercise with printed copies of the sketches. The

dimension of each image was 12.5 cm × 18 cm. The session lasted for one hour. Here, we

report on the most interesting categories observed from the card sorting.

Applications vs. Watch Faces. We found two different types of interfaces people sketched

(see Figure 3.2): Watch faces (18 ×) that showed the time in addition to other information

and applications (16 ×) that did not show time. 44% (8/18) of the watch face designs

and 50% (8/16) of the applications included visualizations in the form of charts and maps.

Perhaps, applications showed visualizations more frequently because no space needed to be

dedicated to displaying the current time. On the watch face designs, time was shown in two

ways: analog time imitating classic dials or digital time using text. 83% of the designs used

a digital time representations (15×) and only 17% used an analog time (3×) display.

Information Needs. We grouped the sketches into eight categories based on the information

need categories the designs mainly targeted: entertainment (7×), shopping (6×), activity

tracking (5×), tasks (5×), restaurant (4×), navigation (4×), elevator riding (2×), and

weather (1×). Interestingly, not all designs targeted sightseeing-related information needs.

Specific locations, such as the town hall, also elicited ideas related to administrative tasks.

However, entertainment-related information needs were the most common. These included

mainly ideas related to memory keeping or showing additional data about interesting sights

or exhibit pieces seen. A contrast in targeted information needs was visible when comparing

the watch face with the application interface designs. For example, information about an

activity (4×) (e.g., calories burned, step counts) or task keeping (5×) (e.g., appointment

scheduler, day tasks plan) was more common on watch faces than in application-type

(1× activity overview, 0× task keeping-related info) sketches. However, entertainment-

related designs (e.g., memory keeping, exhibition recommendation) were more apparent in

application-type (5×) interfaces and less in watch face (2×) designs.

Data Representation. We found that most of the data were represented using charts (10×)

(see an example in Figure 3.3a) followed by icons (9×) (see an example in Figure 3.3b),

text (6×), icon+text (4×), icon+chart (1×), and last pictograph (1×). A few sketches

also showed a map/navigation (4×) or icon+map (2×) (see Figure 3.3c) representation.

Charts were mainly radial bars (6×), bars (2×), heatmap (1×), and a line chart (1×). The

radial bars represent proportion-type data, such as budget spent at the market, goal-based

data, such as calories burned based on total goal, or distance traveled in meters. Maps

abstracted particular locations, such as the street view showing restaurants in Figure 3.2d or

the building floor plans on the watch strap in Figure 3.3c.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3.2: Smartwatch face (a & b) and application (c & d) ideas. The sketch (a) is an analog
watch face representing the market crowd in the morning and the evening using
a heatmap; (b) is a digital watch face with a museum floor plan tracking which
rooms one had already visited; (c) represents the townhall elevator: how many
people are riding up or down in a real-time; and (d) shows the restaurants in a
specific area: colors represent price, types of food, or rating; the single red dot
shows the wearer’s current position.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3.3: Three representation ideas. (a) shows an overview, recommendation, and ranking
of exhibition pieces in the museum as a guide on what to see next; (b) shows an
abstract map with icons representing visited places in the vicinity; (c) shows a
floor plan on to the watch strap about the wearers’ position in the museum and
visited exhibition pieces on the watch face.

Going Beyond the Display. Eight sketches included visualizations on watch straps to

complement the main display. The watch straps mostly showed static contextual information

such as maps (see Figure 3.3c), and additional information about a visited place (e.g.,

ratings, established year, the total area). One example included dynamic data showing the

current floor on a map while riding an elevator.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter we contribute an ideation method for designing mobile visualization as well

as examples of using the method to generate designs in a specific usage context—sightseeing.

Our motivation for this workshop was to start developing methodologies that will encourage

us to design mobile visualizations directly by basing the design process on: 1) visualization

needs that emerge while we are on-the-go and 2) visualization designs that were thought of
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directly for on-the-go technology. We think that a great deal of flexibility in this ideation

methodology is not only possible but should be encouraged and explored. We also think that

the two most powerful aspects are the in situ work and the repetition. We think that the

context had a significant impact on our design processes. When it was possible to sketch

on-site, one could transfer thoughts directly to the sketches, minimizing chance of missing

ideas. However, some places were not comfortable enough for sketching, and, if possible,

people took quick notes, maybe keywords and a vague sketch that made sense in the context.

Sometimes these worked but some participants said that quick notes often were too brief

and they could not recall the intention when trying to sketch them later. Another influencing

factor related to context is the different observation opportunities each context offers. We

have explored just one context for smartwatches. In reflecting on our exercise, we suggested

that several quite consistent aspects across all the trials led to a successful design experience

with rich ideas:

Being in-situ: One important part of this methodology is that we tackled the idea at a

location of possible use, with the individuals doing the ideation being actually physically

present at the given location.

Being at the moment: This idea is essentially a time-wise ‘in situ.’ It is our impression that

this immediacy was useful in triggering ideas.

The repetition: While the idea of trying to think of a new idea every so many minutes did

not appear to be necessary to be rigidly applied, notion of repetition seemed to be generative.

That is, getting one idea and then getting another and then another and so on, seemed to

be freeing in itself. In a way this took the pressure away. A person did not have to get the

perfect idea first, they could just keep going.

The props: Our workshop was successful and hinted at the possibilities of designing novel

devices by being able to draw on a paper prop. Some participants even presented data needs

beyond the watch display and sketched them on the watch strap. One constraint was that

our given paper prop (see Figure 3.1) only had a round watch face. It would be interesting

to see if and how designs change if we provide a square-shaped paper prop.

The notes and sketches: We strongly suggested that note-taking and sketching were done

immediately so that no information needs were lost. However, participants may sometimes

need to choose a comfortable space for drawing and sketching to guarantee safety.

3.6 Summary

We studied smartwatch visualization design ideas in a specific usage context—sightseeing.

We suggest trying this ideation approach bearing primarily in mind: being in situ; being

at the moment; and having or creating a device mock-up. We have found the exercise to
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be delightfully effective. After we started, ideas just seemed to flow forth. In addition, it

seems that a great deal of flexibility can be applied to this methodology without losing its

generative power. We are now interested in whether we can further adjust, or invent new

ideation methodologies that can help us tease out new ways we can generate ideas that also

leverage more of the unique features of common mobile devices, such as their input, output,

and sensory capabilities. We found several data needs concerning smartwatch usage contexts

that clearly differed from common usage (e.g., health-fitness data). These data needs were

met with a wealth of dedicated visualization designs that go beyond those commonly seen

on watch faces with a focus on visual design rather than interaction. Watch straps were

predominantly used to show details related to the main display rather than completely

different information. Future research needs to establish the feasibility and usability of

watch straps as data displays. Concerning data representations we saw in particular icons

used in creative ways. Icons are rare on standard desktop-based representations but may be

useful for micro visualizations because they can label as well as represent data.
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Smartwatch Visualization: A
Survey with Smartwatch
Users

4

In our ideation activity, we found a very large space of possibilities for smartwatch
visualizations. As my research is device-oriented, I also wanted to better understand the
current space of visualization used on smartwatches. I contributed with my co-authors
Anastasia Bezerianos, Bongshin Lee, Tanja Blascheck, and Petra Isenberg the findings
of a survey with 237 smartwatch wearers as a short paper at IEEE VIS 2020 [95]. We
specifically investigated the types of data and representations commonly shown on survey
respondents’ watch faces. I describe this work here. Supplementary material is available
at– https://osf.io/nwy2r/ and any mention of ‘we/our’ in this chapter refers to my set of
co-authors.

Fig. 4.1: Smartwatch face examples (from Facer [127]) with increasing amounts of data
items and representation types. From left to right: Simple Design (Oscar Bal-
labriga), Material Volcano (BlueIceshard), Pie Charts II (Sunny Liao), Minimal
Colors H (AK Watch), and Earthshade (Brad C).

In this work, we investigate the use of visualizations on watch faces, the primary or home

screens [74] wearers see when glancing at or turning on their watch [9, 199]. These watch

faces are typically small, have a resolution between 128–480 px per side with a viewable

area of around 30–40mm [23] and show the current time together with several data types,

such as step count, location, and weather information. Watch faces are often customizable,

allowing wearers to choose the data they want to see regularly and at a glance. Given the

large variety of data available to display on smartwatches, we were particularly interested to

answer the following research questions:

Q1: Which data types do people show on their watch faces?

Q2: In which form is the data currently represented?

Q3: What more can we visualize?
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To answer these questions, we first conducted an online survey with smartwatch wearers,

then complemented these results with an online search and analysis of smartwatch face

examples, as well as an analysis of the technical capabilities of the watches our participants

reported wearing. We contribute findings of current smartwatch use and open opportunities

for visualization research and design.

4.1 Methodology

We conducted an anonymous online survey, for which we recruited regular smartwatch

wearers at least 18 years of age.1

Survey design. Our survey consisted of three sections, primarily containing close-ended

questions. The first was designed to elicit general information about a respondent’s watch

face. Here, we asked questions about the respondent’s watch shape and in which form

(analog, digital, or both analog & digital) they read the time on the first screen or home

screen of their watch. The second section focused on which additional data types—such

as step count or temperature—were shown on the respondent’s watch face. In addition to

offering common kinds of data types as options, we had an other text field for participants to

fill out in case their watch face showed data not in our list.

Tab. 4.1: Categories of data types shown on watch faces.

Category Data type

Health & Fitness Heart rate/ECG waveform, step count, sleep related info
(e.g., quality, duration), distance traveled, calories burned,
floors/stairs climbed, and blood pressure

Weather & Plane-
tary

Weather info (e.g., sky condition), temperature, wind
speed/direction, moon phase, humidity, and sunset/sun-
rise time

Device & Location Watch battery level, phone battery level, bluetooth, wifi,
and location name

Other Data and representation type not in our list (open textfield)

To derive the list of data types for our survey (Table 4.1), we consulted prior research [190]

and analyzed images of popular watch faces from Facer [127], a watch-face download and

generation page/app for Android, Samsung, and iOS watches. Inspired by categories used

in the Facer app, we grouped possible kinds of data into three categories: health & fitness

related data, weather & planetary data, and device- & location-related data.

For each kind of data we asked participants to tell us how the data was shown on their watch

face. We provided participants with five possible representation types accompanied by a text

description (Table 4.2) and by an explanatory image (Figure 4.2). These categories were

1IRB approved under ref. no Paris-Saclay-2020-002 CER.
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Tab. 4.2: Representation types on watch faces.

Representation How data is displayed

Only Text as text, including numbers (e.g., text to display heart rate
68

bpm)
Only Icon as an icon (e.g., a pulsating heart representing heart rate

)
Icon + Text as text with an icon for context (e. g., a static heart with text

to show the current heart rate 68 )
Only Chart/Graph as a simple statistical chart (e. g., showing recent heart rates

)
Text + Chart/Graph as text with a simple chart (e.g., heart rate linechart

bpm68 )

Only Text

Only Icon

Icon + Text

Only Chart/ 
Graph

Text +  
Chart/Graph

Wind 35mph SE 1355 steps 80% charge

Wind 35mph SE 1355 steps

Goal

Representations

Radial bar  
chart

Only Icon Only Text

Icon + Text

Watch Face Example data and representations

Fig. 4.2: Explanatory image of answer choices shown to participants.

based on how numerical or categorical data are displayed on more than 500 watch faces

that we collected from the Facer app and internet searches.

In the final section of the survey we asked participants to provide the brand and model name

for their smartwatch so we could verify the plausibility of their responses. We also asked

participants to optionally upload a picture or screenshot of their watch face for verification.

More details about the questions and format are available in the supplementary material.

Participant recruitment. To reach a wide range of smartwatch wearers we advertised our

survey on popular social media (Reddit, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn), and

asked colleagues to spread the call to their labs. The survey was available online for 30 days

during April and May, 2020.

Data quality. We took several steps to ensure the quality of our collected data. From the

463 total responses, 177 were incomplete and another 31 failed our screening procedure.

We asked participants to wear a smartwatch or at least have it available around them (e.g.,

charging, holding) to ensure that they do not answer questions from memory. We prompted

them to verify if that was the case. The 30 participants who answered “no” were not allowed

to continue to the survey. We also excluded one participant who did not sign the consent

form. We had 255 complete responses for data analysis.
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Fig. 4.3: Number of data items present on a respondent’s watch face.

We discarded 18 additional participants: Five of them reported to seeing every single kind

of data, and their responses did not match the watch face image they provided. Three

participants reported the names of several smartwatch models, so we could not determine

which one they recorded during the study. Another 10 wore fitness bands rather than

smartwatches and were excluded due to their dedicated focus on fitness data and limited

display capabilities. We report results from the remaining 237 valid responses.

4.2 Analysis & Results

The majority of participants reported wearing a smartwatch with a round display (150×),

followed by a square (68×), and rectangular display (17×). Two participants reported

having Squaricle / Rounded watch types. Most participants (149×) reported that the data

items on their watch face are static and do not change (automatically or manually, e. g.,

by tap or swipe). Forty six participants reported their watch face changed automatically

while 42 reported that they could manually swap data shown on their watch face. Par-

ticipants’ smartwatches came from 20 different brands with Apple (76×), Fossil (51×),

Samsung (36×), Garmin (17×), and Huawei (12×) being the top five brand (80% of our

respondents).

4.2.1 Q1: Which data types do people show on their watch
faces?

We were first interested to see whether people had configured their watch faces to show a

large amount or only a few data items. On average, participants reported showing a median

of 5 different data items on their watch faces. Figure 4.3 shows that having 3, 4, or 5 data

items were the most common answers.
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Fig. 4.4: Distribution of data types participants displayed and saw on their watch faces
(left); aggregated by categories on the right.

Next, we wanted to learn which data types were the most commonly displayed (Figure 4.4).

From the three categories we asked about, health-fitness related data were the most com-

monly reported (530×).

The most common data type in this category was step count (the third most common overall,

147×). Temperature was the most frequent weather & planetary data type (the second most

common overall, 158×). For device-location related data, watch battery level (165×) was

the most displayed and also the most common overall. The most commonly mentioned

data types from the free-text responses were: standing up count (43×) and exercise/body

movement time (24×).

Next, we wanted to learn about individual watch faces. We analyzed, which categories were

most common per watch face and which data types often appeared together. On average,

most of the data shown on an individual watch face came from the health & fitness category.

Participants reported seeing on average: 2.24 health & fitness (Mdn = 2, 95% CI [1.98,

2.48]), 1.89 weather & planetary (Mdn = 2, 95% CI [1.69, 2.08]) and 1.52 device-location

related data (Mdn = 1, 95% CI [1.35, 1.7]) on their watch face.

To know more about which types of data are commonly shown together, we performed a

co-occurrence analysis of data types participants saw on their watch faces. The graph in

Figure 4.5 shows combinations of two kinds of data that can be found on at least 25% of our

respondents’ watch faces. The thicker the link, the more frequent the data pair appeared
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Fig. 4.5: The graph shows common pairs of data types displayed on the watch faces our
237 survey participants used. The thicker the link, the more frequent the data
pair appeared on people’s watch faces. Circle colors correspond to three data
categories: Health & Fitness, Weather & Planetary, and Device & Location.

on people’s watch faces. Circle size corresponds to how often participants reported seeing

this data type. Circle color corresponds to the data type category. Only connections that

appeared more than 59 (≈ 237 / 4) times are shown.

4.2.2 Q2: In which form is the data currently represented?

Text + Chart/Graph

Only Chart/Graph

Icon + Text

Only Text

Only Icon

68
bpm

68

bpm68

Fig. 4.6: Average number of representation types for each participant.

Figure 4.6 shows the average number of representation types each participant had on their

watch face. Icon+Text 68 was the most common representation type, used to display on

average two kinds of data types on each watch face (M = 2.05, 95% CI: [1.78, 2.32]).

The next most common were Text Only 68
bpm (M = 1.38, 95% CI: [1.13, 1.66]), and Icon

Only (M = 1.11, 95% CI: [0.93, 1.3]). Representations using visualizations were less

common. Chart+Text
bpm68 (M = 0.82, 95% CI: [0.64, 1.03]) and Chart Only (M =

0.28, 95% CI: [0.2 , 0.37]) appeared less than once per watch face on average.

In Figure 4.7 we can see how many participants showed each data type with each rep-

resentation type. Data types most commonly displayed with either Chart Only or

Chart+Text
bpm68 were calories burned (14 + 30 = 44×), step count (10 + 32 = 42×), and

watch battery levels (14 + 28 = 42×).
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Complementary search of representation types. Surprised by the high number of icons

reported, we decided to investigate further how different information can be displayed

on watch faces. We conducted an extensive image search, during which we looked for

examples of each representation type in current use. We looked at popular watch brands’

websites, searched the internet for images (keywords: smartwatch face, popular smartwatch,

smartwatch, etc.), and looked at examples from the Facer watch face creation and distribution

app. Table 4.3 shows exemplary graphics for each kind of data × representation type

combination, redrawn for image clarity.

We found only few examples online of data types represented by an Icon Only display.

Yet, Figure 4.7 shows that participants reported seeing Icon Only representations for

almost every data with on average around one Icon Only display per smartwatch face.

We discuss this discrepancy further in Section 6.6.

4.2.3 Q3: What more can we visualize?

Complementary investigation of device capabilities. To find untapped opportunities for

visual representations, we looked at technical details for the 54 smartwatch models (from

the 20 brands) our participants wore. We found that all smartwatches had fitness or activity

tracking as a core feature, including measuring and display of body movement, steps, sleep

patterns, or dedicated exercise tracking. The smartwatches our participants used also carried
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Tab. 4.3: Redrawn example representations from real smartwatch faces. Text color cor-
responds to the data type category. Bluetooth and wifi only text and only icon
change color based on on/off status.

Data Types Only Text Only Icon Icon+Text Only Chart Text+Chart

Heart rate / ECG waveform 68
bpm 68 HEART RATE

102

52
6612AM 12PM

Step count 3168
steps 3168 1596

Sleep related info
1h13m REM
4h11m light

6h53mZzz
11:30PM-7:30AM 6h30m

Distance traveled
1.19 Miles
DISTANCE 1 Mile 182

Calories burned 64 Cal 1,603 396

Floors/Stairs climbed 31 floors 13 ELEVATION PROFILE 10

Blood pressure 120
SYS

81
DIA

126/78 146  96

Weather info PARTLY CLOUDY
50% 90%

14F
cloudy  - rainy - sunny - windy - partly

 cl
ou

dy
 - s

no
wy - 

Wind speed/direction Wind ESE at 3mph West 3

Temperature 31°C 14C Temp
17

Sunset/Sunrise time
6:34 PM SUNSET  

       7:14 AM SUNRISE
7:14 am
6:34 pm

5h 12min
until sunset

7:14 am 6:34 pm
SUNRISE SUNSET

Moon phase Moon Age: 25.43 Days
25.45
17%
Moon MOON

AGE 25.7

Humidity 40%
HUMIDITY 42% 40%

Bluetooth

Phone battery level
Mob
85% 100% 50%

phone

Location name Paris Normandy
30° 15' 59.9976'' N 97° 43' 59.9880'' W

Wifi wi-fi G G 3 bars G wifi
0%

Watch battery level WATCH 44%
88% 50%

watch

a wide variety of sensors [106]: activity sensors such as accelerometers (53 models) and

gyroscopes (46 models); physiological sensors such as heart rate sensors (47 models); and

environmental sensors such as barometric altimeters (38 models). Many smartwatches

allowed for at least bluetooth (54 models) or wifi (43 models) connectivity. By tracking

which types of sensors were available on people’s smartwatches, we derived the types of data

their watches could track and participants could see on their watch faces (Figure 4.8).
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Fig. 4.8: Difference between # of watches that tracked each data type and how many
participants actually saw it on their watch face.

There naturally is a mismatch between what our participants could see and what they did see:

watch faces do not show all available data. Nevertheless, this mismatch varies. For example,

from health & fitness data that almost all devices track, roughly 62.03% of participants

saw step counts, but this percentage was less when it come to heart rate (45.61%), or

calories burned (43.88%), and dropped drastically for distance traveled (34.65%), floors

count (22.97%), sleep (14.54%), and blood pressure (13.48%). This list of commonly tracked

data that is under-represented can serve as a starting point for visualization designers. For

example, in past work [10] we found that smartwatch wearers would have liked to see sleep

data but a display on their fitness tracker was not available to them.

4.3 Discussion and Future Work

It is challenging to determine a right vocabulary for wide-audience surveys. In our case,

while we found few examples of icon only displays, participants often reported this type

of representation. One possibility for these responses might be confusion about what

constitutes “data.” In the survey instructions, we informed participants that we only cared

about information in the form of numbers or categories, such as step count (numerical)

or weather condition (categorical). We also asked participants not to consider graphics

such as settings, calendar, or music app icons because they do not represent numerical or

categorical information; and gave examples of graphics we cared and did not care about.

Yet, participants might not have read the instructions carefully and included responses

about graphical icons that do not change based on data. A second possibility for the larger

frequency of Icon Only responses might be attributed to typical Icon+Text 68 displays

that due to missing or currently inaccessible data result in an icon-only representation (e.g.,
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: heart icon with currently blank text). For our analysis reported in Figure 4.8 we

had to sometimes infer based on sensors whether a certain derived value such as calories

burned would be available on a watch. The supplementary material makes our inferences

transparent.

A wide variety of data types is available for our participants’ watch faces. The list of

frequently presented data types provides starting points for creating visual representations

that could be valuable to a broad range of viewers. In addition, when designing perceptual

studies in the future, it might be useful to take into account participants’ familiarity with this

data type.

Our participants had five data items on average on their watch faces. As five is a relatively

large number for a small smartwatch display, an open research question is how to help

people cope with such a dense data display. Given our analysis of common co-occurrences

(especially within the categories) (Figure 6.1-right), it may be useful to consider combining

them into joint representations.

Our survey results indicate that visualizations are still not as common as other representations

such as text, even though they can be used to represent some of the most commonly displayed

data (e.g., step counts and battery levels). Our online search of technical capabilities of

smartwatches also indicates that much of the data tracked wearers do not see. This includes

some health & fitness data that most devices track (e.g., calories, distance, sleep and blood

pressure data). Whether these are explicit customization choices due to specific tasks they

want to carry out, or due to a choice the default displays promote for the smartwatch face,

remains an open question. Further research needs to investigate representation choices, to

determine if the wider adoption of visualizations is a question of preference, tasks, a lack

of exposure, and if it requires us to rethink visual encodings for smartwatches. In addition,

future work needs to establish at which level of granularity information should be displayed.

For example, are exact wind speeds important or are broad categories (stormy, light breeze,

no wind) enough; presentation types would change based on this decision.

In summary, this work contributes to the understanding of the current real-world use of

representation types on smartwatches and additional findings that can inform and inspire

the visualization community to pursue smartwatch visualization.
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Smartwatch Visualization: A
Review and Design Space

5

In the previous chapter we set out to understand which data people currently consume on
their watch faces and how it is visualized. We studied the display of data on smartwatch
faces people reported to wear to ground future work on smartwatch visualizations based
on the interests and preferences of wearers. This work builds on our prior chapter; we
conducted an in-depth study and analysis of visualization designs for popular premium
smartwatch faces according to their design styles, amount and types of data, as well
as visualization styles and encodings they included. I contributed with my co-authors
Tingying He, Anastasia Bezerianos, Bongshin Lee, Tanja Blascheck, and Petra Isenberg
the findings of the review with 358 premium smartwatch face design as a paper and
submitted at TVCG 2023. Any mention of ‘we/our’ in this chapter refers to my set of
co-authors.

In this work, we focus on reviewing watch face designs, establishing a design space for

smartwatch faces, and pointing to open research opportunities. As the home screen of

a watch, watch faces are the most frequently seen screens of a smartwatch. One of the

difficulties when designing data visualizations for smartwatch faces is that these screens

typically show many types of independent data (steps, weather, battery levels, etc.) that need

to be embedded in a coherent watch face design. These non-time/date data functionalities

on smartwatches are called complications in horology [98]. As such, watch faces can be

considered as small personal dashboards with distinctive design challenges. These design

challenges include a limited display space due to a large number of possible complications,

unique device form factors, the desire to express personality through watch face themes

and design styles, as well as the mobile usage context that often requires information to be

readable at a glance. In addition, watch faces require that time and/or date are readable as

the primary data shown.

We conducted a first systematic investigation into the different design constraints and

considerations for the design of smartwatch data representations for watch faces. Specifically,

we build on our prior chapter Chapter 4 in which we report on a study that asked smartwatch

wearers to describe their current watch faces and the displayed data. Our prior work,

however, did not systematically analyze how visualizations were integrated in a coherent

watch face: we did not investigate how charts were drawn, if the watch faces used specific

themes that applied to visualizations, or to what extent smartwatch face designers used

graphical decorations. We address these limitations in the present work. We systematically
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Fig. 5.1: The dimensions of our smartwatch face design space with examples. Watch face
images (a, b, and f) indicate personal fashion preference as a factor; watch face
images (c, d, and f) show examples of watch face design styles; and other watch
faces (c to h) regions highlighted in magenta color are – a logo (c), a container
(d), a screen border (e), a divider (f), a foreground graphic (g), and a background
graphic (h). Figure acknowledgements can be found in Section 8.1.

analyzed 358 premium watch faces according to design dimensions, such as smartwatch

components (for example: time display, number of complications, graphical decorations)

and visual features (such as interface styles, animations, color). We compare our analysis

to our previous work and then derive a design space (see Figure 5.1) for smartwatch face

visualizations. This design space discusses design considerations related to external and

device factors, watch face themes and styles, watch face components, and their visual

representation. We end with a research agenda in which we summarize the most important

future work on smart watch face visualizations.

5.1 A Systematic Review of Popular Smartwatch
Faces

To complement our previous survey result Chapter 4 and to gain a deeper understanding

about design considerations for smartwatch faces, we collected new watch face designs

and conducted a systematic review. Here, we detail our methodology and report results.

Throughout this section, we refer to our previous work as the (prior) survey to distinguish it

from the new and additional work, which we call a systematic review.
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Tab. 5.1: Codes used in the review of smartwatch faces.

Dimensions Values

Smartwatch
Components

Time Display digital, analog, hybrid
No. of Complications 0, 1, 2, . . .
Types of Complications watch battery, step counts,

calories burned, ...
Graphical Decoration container, logo, background

graphic, screen border, fore-
ground graphic, divider

Visual
Features

Number of Hues 0, 1, 2, ...
UI Style skeuomorphism, semi-flat, flat
Animation animation for graphical dec-

oration, data-related anima-
tion (heart rate, watch battery,
weather, etc.)

Representa-
tion

Data Representation in Com-
plications

text, icon, chart, or combina-
tions of these

5.1.1 Data Collection and Analysis

Our previous survey asked participants to describe the watch faces they currently wore.

One limitation of the (prior) survey was that we relied on participants’ own assessment

without the capability of verifying their answers. To address this limitation, we conducted

a systematic review of premium (paid) watch faces from a popular watch face app and

website. We focused on premium watch faces as we considered these to exhibit an acceptable

level of design professionalism. The alternative of collecting watch face screenshots from a

large number of participants would have been technically infeasible and potentially privacy

invasive. Screenshots are difficult to take and transfer from watch to study platform for

non-tech-savvy populations and watch faces often contain privacy sensitive information,

such as locations or body measurements.

Instead, we decided to collect watch faces from the Facer App [127], one of the most popular

smartwatch face distribution websites. It contains a Top100 page that lists the premium or

free watch faces of Apple and WearOS/Samsung smartwatches.

We manually collected the metadata in a spreadsheet of the top 100 smartwatch faces every

Sunday midnight for one month because the premium list was recalculated on Sunday

(00:00), starting from March 14, 2021, for WearOS/Samsung smartwatches and starting

from September 18, 2022, for Apple smartwatches. When we started this work, the Apple

list did not consistently contain 100 faces and we, therefore, had to collect this data later.

The metadata collected for each watch face included its rank, name, link, and thumbnail.
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Among the 800 top watch faces we collected, 358 were unique watch faces as several

appeared in the top 100 for multiple weeks in a row. To compare and analyze these 358

watch face designs, we derived a set of codes that targeted an understanding of the watch

face design overall and how data representations were integrated in it. We reviewed watch

faces in the configuration shown on the Facer website and originally chosen by the watch

face designer. Later configuration of watch faces, is, however, possible for some watch faces

based on the features of their watch. Table 5.1 lists the codes we used. On a higher level,

we focused the codes on what is being represented on the watch face and how it is shown.

We provide these codes as a supplementary file. In the following sections, we present our

findings giving more information about the codes and, where appropriate, we contrast our

findings to those of our survey (see Chapter 4).

5.1.2 Results

We conducted all analyses using the extracted image of the watch face. In case a design

was not clear from the thumbnail, we went to the Facer website to look at the simulated

watch face graphic. We group our results according to the components shown on a watch

face and how they are shown. We compare the results relating to the number and type of

complications, time display, and complication representation between the systematic review

and survey. We only analyzed the results regarding graphical decorators, hues, animation,

and UI style in the systematic review.

What is Displayed on a Watch Face?

Number of Complications. The watch faces from the systematic review contained a median

of 4 complications, similar to our survey in which participants reported a median of 5

complications. However, we saw a difference in the number of watch faces with only

one complication. While (13.41% ) of the premium watch faces contained only one

complication, in our survey only (0.84% ) of the watch faces people wore contained

just one data item (see Figure 5.2). The maximum number of complications per watch face

drwan was similar: 16 in the systematic review and 17 in the survey.

Types of Complications. We compared the top 10 most common data types found in the

systematic review to those from our survey (Figure 5.3). Watch battery level ranked first

both times. In both studies, health-fitness data were the most commonly reported, followed

by weather & planetary and device-location data. Moon phase, exercise or workout time,

and Standing or movement time raking rise and stand out in the top 10 most common data

types in the review. Moon phase was ranked 15th, exercise or workout time was ranked 19th,

Standing or movement time was ranked 20th, in the survey, and ranked 7th, 9th, and 10th in

the systematic review. Bluetooth was ranked 8th in the survey but did not stand out in all
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Fig. 5.2: Comparison of the percentage of respondents who saw a given number of data
complications in the survey and systematic review.

the review data types, perhaps because Bluetooth icons only appear when a watch is paired

to a phone and, therefore, did not show in the thumbnail simulations.
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Fig. 5.3: Ranking analysis of the most common data types from the survey (shown on the
right) and found on the premium watch faces review (displayed on the left).

How is the Watch Face Designed?

Watch faces consist of components representing time, complications, and decorations, each

with their own representation styles.

Time display. We divide watch faces into digital, analog, and hybrid watch faces depending

on the time display. Digital watch faces represent time information as HH:MM:SS for hours,

minutes, and potentially seconds. Analog watch faces typically use the hour, minute, and

second hands to indicate the time, to resemble conventional analog watches. Hybrid watch

faces have both digital and analog time displays. Our systematic review showed that the

majority of premium watch faces were digital watch faces (60.3% ), followed by analog
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Fig. 5.4: Comparison of the average number of representation types participants saw (sur-
vey) and presented on the premium watch faces (review).

watch faces (26.3% ) and last hybrid watch faces (13.4% ). The ranking of time

displays was the same as in our survey with small variations in the percentages (64.6%

digital, 23.2% analog, 12.2% hybrid).

Complications Representations. We found seven ways complications were represented

based on combinations of text, icons, and charts. As icons, we classified graphical content

not in the strict semiotic sense and more analogously to how they are used in computing.

Here icons are a type of image that represents something else. As such, our icons can be both

semiotic symbols G and icons . Figure 5.4 shows the contrast of representation

types on average displayed on watch faces found in our systematic review and the survey.

The most common representation forms were text, icons, and chart combinations in both

survey and review.

A simple text label (Text Only 68
bpm) was the most common representation type for 1–2 data

types on average on each watch face (M = 1.72, 95% CI: [1.53, 1.91]). Icons accompanied

by text labels (Icon+Text 68 ) were the second most common (M = 0.92, 95% CI: [0.79,

1.07]). In our survey, Icon+Text had been the most common representation type, used to

display two kinds of data types on average on each watch face (M = 2.05, 95% CI: [1.78,

2.32]) followed by Text Only (M = 1.38, 95% CI: [1.13, 1.66]). Both evaluations clearly

show that text is the most frequent way to represent data on watch faces whiles charts or

charts combined with text or icons are rare in practice. One notable difference in the data

was the difference in Only Icon displays. Examples for representations that rely purely on a

small image, such as weather icons ( ) are still rare on watch faces (see Table 4.3).

Yet, in our previous survey, surprisingly a large number of participants reported seeing

Only Icon displays (M = 1.11, 95% CI: [0.93, 1.3]), which we attributed to a potential

misunderstanding of the category. In our review, Only Icon displays were, as expected,

much more rare and we saw them only for weather data (99×), moon phases (23×), wind

directions (3×), compass/direction finder (1×), and altitude (1×).
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Fig. 5.5: Percentage of hues on the premium watch faces. The x-axis presents the number
of hues, and the y-axis denotes the percentage of watch faces with hues.

For the following watch face components we only report results from the review as we had

not asked about them in the survey:

Graphical Decorators. We define graphical decorators as graphical content on the watch

face that forms a coherent unit and takes up space, similar to complications, but does

not carry any data. We found six types of graphical decorators (see ?? Components):

containers (254×)—which surround other watch face components; background graphics

(141×)—decorations on the background of the watch face such as a wallpaper; logos

(139×)—small images to represent the brand or designer of the watch face; foreground

graphics (94×)—other decorations in the foreground such as small images or lines; screen

borders (48×)—decorations on the border of watch faces such as frames; and dividers

(31×)—the lines that split the watch face into dedicated regions.

Number of Hues. To get a better sense of the overall look of the watch faces, we analyzed

the main hues used. We did not consider black, white, and gray because these dominate

most backgrounds. Nearly half of the premium watch faces (43.30% ) had only one hue

(see Figure 5.5). More than a quarter (24.58% ) had two, and only one-eighth (12.57%

) had three hues. The maximum number of hues on one watch face was seven.

Animation. We found that (80% ) of the top watch faces had no animated content;

20% had animated content that did not represent data. Animations were used either

on decorations or on complications to make them look more vivid and stand out. Sometimes

animations were meant to make content even more iconic, such as a heartbeat animation for

a heart icon .

UI Style. Through the user interface (UI) style code, we attempted to capture the overall

appearance of the watch faces. We found three categories of styles: skeuomorphism,

flat designs, and semi-flat designs as shown in Figure 5.1 (Style/Theme). In UI design,

skeuomorphism is used to describe a graphical interface style in which elements mimic

their real-world counterparts [92]. Skeuomorphism deploys gradients, shadows, or ornate

details [180] and on watch faces, these design elements are often used to recreate elaborate

analog watch faces, such as those of pilot or diving watches. Flat design is a term used to

describe a graphical interface style in which no graphical elements attempt to create the

appearances of continuous 3D depth on the interface. This style highlights simplicity by
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concentrating on two-dimensional elements, clean lines, and bright colors [180]. Semi-flat

designs are in-between flat design and skeuomorphism: they are flat designs with some

realistic touch, such as shadows. We found flat (36.87% ) to be the most popular style

in our systematic review, followed by skeuomorphism (33.80% ) and semi-flat (29.33%

) designs. However, the flat design is most frequent on Apple watch faces (56.32%)

than on Android watch faces (18.48%), while the Skeuomorphism design is most frequent

on Android watch faces (54.35%) than on Apple watch faces (12.07%).

5.2 Design Space

Our review of existing watch face designs gave us the opportunity to reflect deeply on the

design of watch faces. In this section, we generalize our findings into a broader design space.

Our goal is to systematically structure the influences on smartwatch face designs and the

decisions designers need to make to create a holistic watch face. Inspired by our previous

evaluations, the design space is primarily descriptive [143]. It allows to describe existing

watch faces based on a variety of factors. The design space also has the potential to be

generative in that its individual components could inspire new watch face ideas. However,

we have not yet experimented to use the design space as such. The design space is based on

our initial codes for the watch face designs listed in Table 5.1. Data collection and analysis

of actual watch faces’ properties led to the design space dimensions after several rounds of

discussion among the co-author team.

Figure 5.1 gives an overview of our design space with examples. The figure shows four main

dimensions that are important to consider in the design of a watch face. In contrast to some

other design spaces, our dimensions are not independent. They are ordered in a sequence

(left to right) to show the dimensions’ main direction of influence. We consider watch faces

to be holistic multi-view displays or data dashboards in which the designer carefully chooses

what to assemble, how to style it, and how to arrange it.

5.2.1 External and Device Factors

Both internal and external factors of the watch influence the design of any watch face

(Figure 5.1 Factors). The watch itself (device driven) defines the shape (form factor), display

size (watch dimension), display type, and display resolution, which may influence choices

made in other parts of the design space. For example, the type of display (such as OLED or

E-ink) has great influence on the number of colors available to style the graphics shown on

the watch face and to represent data. E-ink watch faces, for example, have fewer colors and

lower display refresh rates making animations difficult. E-ink watch faces nevertheless have

the potential for sport and activity smartwatches because of their paper-like characteristics,

lightweight nature, low battery consumption, and readability in sunlight [8]. In contrast,
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OLED displays have greater color quality than other technologies. In recent years, OLED

displays have risen to prominence as the main display technology for wearable devices.

Most high-end smartwatches, including Apple and Samsung, use this technology. Due to

the excellent image quality, OLED displays offer great possibility for fashionable smartwatch

face designs.

In addition to the display type, the display shape (form factor) has a profound impact

on the layout and the graphics design on the watch face. Watch faces now mostly come

with squared or circular displays; content is often shaped to match this shape and create a

harmonious aesthetic. Moreover, personal factors such as use context or fashion preference

play an important role in the watch’s face design. Wearers prefer an appealing smartwatch

appearance (casual and business look) and a smartwatch that resembles fashion when

purchasing a smartwatch, as seen in previous work [171]. The designs targeting fitness,

sports, weather, or style (e.g., minimal, vibrant, harmonious aesthetic) contexts may impact

the overall design and look.

5.2.2 Styles, Themes, and Topics

The theme of a watch face design describes a set of design attributes applied to all elements

of the watch face to create a consistent, unified, or coherent look (Figure 5.1 Style/Theme).

These attributes may define a set of colors used or visual textures imitated, the overall UI

style, and potential animations used. Themes can also influence other dimensions such as

the components of the watch and their representation. For example, a watch face with a

minimalist theme may only show few essential components such as a digital time, date, or

battery life represented with simple visual features.

A theme may relate to a topic such as fitness, outdoor sports, games, and fashion. For

example, Figure 5.1 (d) shows a dedicated comic theme with a flat UI style, a set of primary

colors, and comic-style fonts chosen, while Figure 5.1 (f) depicts a semi-flat UI style going

for an appearance of vintage-style weather components.

Watch face styles relate to themes and specify how specific components on the watch face are

rendered. For example, in Figure 5.1 (d) the fonts for labels use a comic style that matches

the comic theme of the watch. Specific color-related design themes and styles are common

on watch faces. For example, a darker color palette for the background is used most of the

time perhaps to enhance content readability without disturbing wearers with bright light

during the night or to save battery [166]. The flat and skeuomorphism UI style is extremely

popular, whereas semi-flat designs are used frequently when the watch face is meant to be

different and unique compared to traditional watches. Themes including animation often

aim for a vivid overall feel but rarely use animation to represent data.
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Both themes and styles have an influence on how potential representations on a watch face

can be designed. Aiming for a consistent design would affect graphical embellishments or

decorations such as shading used in a visualization but also the available colors and hence

potentially the types of visual channels that can be used. A watch face with a black and

white theme, for example, cannot use multiple categorical color encodings based on hues.

5.2.3 Watch Face Components

We define components as any coherent object on the watch face that takes up display space,

including complications, time-date-related data, graphical decorators, and input widgets (for

example functional buttons) (Figure 5.1 Components). Designers have to decide which type

of components to display and how many of them to put on the watch face. Only two types of

components display data: time-related components time, date, or day) and non-time-related

components, called complications [7] in horology. Graphical decorators refer to elements on

smartwatch faces unrelated to data, for example, logos, screen borders, or a background

image. Input buttons such as settings or audio buttons are typically represented by Icons

on a touch-enabled smartwatch face and do not reflect any categorical or numerical data.

Designers may avoid unfamiliar metaphors while designing or choosing such icons so that

wearers may quickly understand their functions. The choice of type and number of watch

face components is closely related to the theme of the watch. For example, an aviation-

themed watch (Figure 5.1 (c)) may require specific time-related components to show the

time zone, a chronograph, and a date display, and it is likely to use a skeumorphism design

style. A fitness-themed watch face (Figure 5.1 (b)) might instead require a large number of

complications for showing step count, heart rate, calories burned, or distance travelled.

The choice of an analog, digital, or hybrid display of time on the watch face also has an

impact on the overall design. Analog watch faces have dials that may overlap complications

and make them less readable. Digital watches use fonts that need to fit the general style

and typically take up a prominent position on the watch face leaving less space for other

complications.

Graphical decorators also play an important role in smartwatch faces. Through them, themes

can often be expressed, and they, too, can constrain the space available for complications.

Containers are a particularly frequent graphical decorator that partitions the watch face into

regions and gives dedicated display space to complications. For example, Figure 5.1 (d)

uses a lot of space for comic-related background images and comic panel containers and

constrains the complications to fit into speech bubbles. Decisions on which and how many

components to display have an impact on how the components can be represented as

discussed next.
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5.2.4 Watch Face Representations

Each watch face component has a digital representation that has at minimum a position,

size, shape, and rendering color scheme or texture (visual features). In this section, we focus

our discussion on watch face complications that represent data other than time (Figure 5.1

Representation).

One of the difficulties of designing complications for smart watches is that the data category

it show needs to be identifiable, for example as steps, heart rate, or calories. Designers can

place signs to identify data categories or rely on wearers to learn and memorize a mapping.

The types of signs that can identify a data category include—text labels that specify the

category (e. g., “steps”), accompanying icons (e. g., a foot icon for step count), and text

units (e. g., “km” for distance traveled). The “three rings” on the Apple Watch is instead, an

example of a mapping that requires learning . It uses three concentric radial bar charts

with memorable colors but without a sign to represent what each colored rings stands for:

movement, exercise, and standing. One of the advantages of memorized mappings is that

no display space needs to be dedicated to labels, units, or icons.

In our evaluations, we observed that most smartwatch face complications represented data

with combinations of text, icons, and charts. Most data shown in smartwatch complications

encodes a single data value . More complex encodings, however, are certainly possible

(e. g., multiple points over time or space ) and designers can take inspiration from work

on word-scale visualizations [18, 71] or data glyphs [66], for example, of complex micro

visualizations.

Representations by Data Type

We divided complications according to which data type they represent as shown in Table 5.2

to discuss them in more detail: absolute numeric data, proportional data, categorical data,

ordered data, temporal data, and geospatial data. Discussing complications by data type

seemed more useful than by data category (e. g., steps, battery, . . . ) as data in each category

can easily be converted into different data types. For example, a step count can be an

absolute numerical value (e. g., 6700 steps), converted to a proportion (e. g., 67% of a daily

step goal), or shown as a time series. Next, we discuss representation possibilities and

challenges based on the most common data types we saw represented on watch faces.

Absolute Numeric Data. Absolute numeric data on watch faces commonly appears as either

a single number or a pair of numbers. For example, temperature can be a single numeric

value (35°C) or a pair of a numeric value (Highest: 35°C; Lowest: 30°C). Absolute numeric

data is theoretically infinite or has a large range. This data can be represented as text or in a

chart but their visual representation poses major challenges when the values dynamically

update. There is often not enough space for visual references such as labels, tick marks, or
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Tab. 5.2: Example of common data types on watch faces for common data categories. For
each data type × category combination, we show example data in text that can
be turned into an appropriate visualization.

Absolute numeric

Step count Temperature Heart rate Blood pressure

Single 3500 18°C 70 bpm

Pair
Highest: 25°C
Lowest: 20°C 120/80

Proportion

Humidity Battery Step count Sleep duration

Real
proportion 42%

75%
(of fully charged)

Derived
proportion

80%
(of 5000 steps)

80%
(of 8h)

Ordered

Battery level Wifi signal strength Heart Rate

Derived order Low Poor Fast

Temporal

Sunrise & Sunset time Sleep duration Sleep phase

Single 6:30 am & 7:30 pm 6h30min

Multiple
REM: 1h13min
Light: 4h11min
Deep: 1h25min

Categorical

Bluetooth Weather Moon phase Wind direction

On Rainy Full moon NW

Geospatial

Location Time zone

Paris GMT+2

grids in smartwatch complications. Without these references, one would have to predict data

mappings that fit in the given display space and ensure the display adjusts to the dynamic

updates without confusing wearers. However, absolute numeric data often has a limitation in

practice that can simplify the data representation. For example, step counts can be unlimited.

Nevertheless, in reality, considering the time limit (e. g., within a day) or the limitation of

human physical abilities, the value corresponding to the step count on the smartwatch face

often has a potential limit. It can help to consider plausible limits for reserving display space,
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calculating color scales, and identifying whether meaningful differences in values (e. g.,

100 steps) should remain visible in a given chart. So far, perhaps due to these challenges,

charts that visualize absolute numeric data on smartwatch faces are still rare. Only Text

representations are the more common representation form.

Proportion. Proportional data displays values according to a given maximum, typically

100%. Visualizations of proportions are common on watch faces: in Table 4.3, most of the

charts in the last two columns show a proportion. On watch faces, we found data in the

form of real proportions and derived proportions. For real proportions, the shown value

corresponding to this data category has originally been captured or measured as a proportion,

such as 42% humidity or 80% power (of a fully battery charged). Derived proportions are

proportions converted from absolute numeric data to a proportion according to a pre-set

maximum and minimum. One of the common derived proportions is from a goal watch

wearers set, such as steps—67% (of 10k steps), calories burned—67% (of 3 kCal).

Categorical. Categorical data is a type of data that does not have an implicit ordering.

Categories only distinguish whether two things are the same or different [144]. Categorical

data is often represented by small graphical elements. Common are icons that stand for

the categorical value (weather—rainy /sunny ) or a sign with an indexical color

(Bluetooth—on /off ).

Ordered. As opposed to categorical data, ordered data does have an implicit ordering [144],

for example, a low/middle/high level of the smartwatch battery. Most ordered data on watch

faces is quantitative or has been derived from quantitative data. Icons or charts commonly

represent ordered data with an ordered color scale encoding. Often, derived ordered data is

encoded together with proportions. For example, battery indicators often turn red when the

battery is almost depleted and green when it is fully charged.

Temporal. Temporal data on smartwatch faces most commonly relates to specific time points

such as sunrise or sunset time, time when one went to sleep or woke up, etc. Time series

on a continuous scale are common for sleep data or heart rate. Designers often visualize

some temporal data in conjunction with the dial of analog watch faces, such as sunrise and

sunset times (Figure 5.6 shows an example of sunrise time) that are displayed as icons next

to the hour numbers. Nevertheless, the variety of temporal visualizations on watch faces is

still small compared to the many visualizations for time that exist [3]. Especially designs

for events and intervals are still rare on watch faces and how to port past ideas to a watch

should be further explored (e. g., [57]).

Geospatial Information. The most common geospatial data on smartwatch faces concerns

the wearer’s location and time zone. In addition to text and icons (e. g., landmarks )

maps also sometimes represent this data.
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Fig. 5.6: A watch face showing sunrise time.

Representation Types

Text. Text is the most common form of data representation on watch faces. Text can be styled

through font type, size, and color, which can also be used to encode additional information,

for example, as in word clouds. However, we rarely saw font-size based encodings on actual

watch faces despite them having been mentioned in research [5].

Icons. Icons on watch faces are widely used for labeling but rarely used to represent data.

Icons can be used for categories if there are icons that meaningfully identify the categories.

This is the case for weather data where viewers are familiar with icons that represent a

rainy or sunny day . It would be harder to find icons that represent REM, Light,

or Deep sleep stages. There are two options to use an icon to represent quantitative data:

a) designers can turn the quantity into an order or category and use a visual variable for

categories such as hue, texture, or position or b) add a visual variable to the icon that can

represent a quantity such as position, size, area, flicker etc. For example, suppose we want to

represent quantitative data such as calories burned with an icon. In that case, we first have

to choose an icon that represents calories; a fire icon is relatively common . Next, we could

apply a sequential color scale ( ), size the icon relative to a quantity ( ), or apply

animation-related variables such as flicker. Icons can also be stacked to create unit-based

pictographs. Not all quantities can be turned into categories for which meaningful icons

exist. Examples we saw include step counts that were represented by different shoe icons

(e. g., walking, running, climbing), but examples such as this one were rare.

Charts. Charts and graphs for data representation on watch faces were rare in our survey

and review. However, charts have potential to communicate information at a glance to

wearers [23]. Nevertheless, they need to be carefully designed to account for the small

display size [85, 93]. To design a chart for a complication, designers need to consider chart

type, size, color, position and themes.
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The chart types that are commonly used to represent data on the premium smartwatch

faces were bar charts, pie charts, donut charts, gauge charts, area charts, pictographs, and

sliding scales. The data type suggests the most effective chart type to use as discussed above.

The chart type directly affects its possible shape, size and ultimately also its location. For

example, several types of charts can be curved and then be aligned with the rim of a watch

face.

The chart size is related to the area occupied on the watch face. Size is more closely related to

the shape of a chart rather than just its bounding box due to the tight layout of components

on the watch. For bar charts and sliding scales, size mainly refers to length and thickness.

For pie, donut, and gauge charts, the size mainly refers to the diameter. For an area chart

and pictograph, the size mainly refers to their length and width. If a chart’s shape matches

a watch screen’s shape, the chart can fill the watch face. For example, a donut chart can

use the circumference of a round watch face. We rarely saw space-filling charts (similar to

Dragicevic and Huot’s SpiraClock [57]). Often charts were nested inside round containers

similar to complications on physical pilot or diving watch faces.

Chart color describes how many hues are used on the chart, be it to style the chart or to

represent data. Black and white watch face designs exist in which hue cannot be used to

represent data. In this case, textures may be used to represent categories [200] but these

are difficult to design well in practice. Decorators such as gradients affect a charts’ color and

have to be used with care. Gradients consist of different saturation or brightness of the same

hue or gradients of different hues. One difficulty of using hues for categorical color encoding

on watch faces is that the hues need to match the overall theme and aesthetic of the watch

face. A color scheme that might create an aesthetic design overall might not work well for

encoding data and vice versa.

Chart position refers to the place of the chart on the watch face. Often charts are positions

somewhere in the middle of the watch face or in the periphery. The shape of the chart affects

the possible position of the chart. For round watches, ring-shaped or arc-shaped charts are

most suitable for being located on the periphery of the watch face, whereas other shapes

like bar- and line-charts can only be located in the middle of the watch face.

Chart theme refers to the theme of the complications, which often conforms to the overall

topic of the watch face. Charts used in research rarely have a theme but for watch faces,

these should be explored further. Colors, shapes, and in particular textures can represent a

theme.

5.3 Discussion

In the previous section, we described a design space for smartwatch faces consisting of

four dimensions—factors, styles/themes, components, and representations. We showed
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example values in these categories and how design decisions in these categories might

influence each other. The goal of our design space is to describe existing watch faces. These

descriptions can be used to help compare different designs, to identify factors for assessing

watch faces, and potentially help researchers generate new designs or variations of one

design. In Table 8.1, we show four descriptions of popular watch faces that have been

generated with the dimensions of our design space. Next, we discuss factors related to

watch faces that go beyond our design space and shed more light on external factors and

interactivity. We consider watch faces as small data dashboards. Few [63] defines dashboards

as “a predominantly visual information display that people use to rapidly monitor current

conditions that require a timely response to fulfill a specific role.” Watch faces fit this

definition well because they are visual displays that people glance at briefly to fulfill a

specific information need. In their study on data dashboards Sarikaya et al. [169] survey the

purpose, audience, visual features, and data semantics. Likewise, Bach et al. [15] propose

eight groups of design patterns that provide common solutions in dashboard design. Here,

we make use of their dashboard design space and discuss how it relates to ours.

Purpose. Sarikaya et al. [169] describe two purposes for dashboards: decision support

(strategic, tactical, operational) as well as communication and learning. Bach et al. [15]

consider dashboards as a way of communicating through visualization in which users’ needs

for an information overview, control, and conciseness for decision-making are met. Our

design space covers the purpose of a watch face under external factors that influence the

watch face design and is able to describe how a specific purpose may influence themes,

components, and their representation. Of the two purposes Sarikaya et al. mention [169]

watch faces also concern decision support (“do I need to walk more?”, “should I leave for a

meeting now?”) and communication in the wider sense by showing progress toward potential

fitness goals, the current weather, or simply showing the time. However, watch faces have

other purposes that were not covered in this past work, for example, entertainment (some

watch faces contain games) or simply making fashion statements. Further research is needed

to elicit these purposes: how people choose watch faces, and how the purpose may guide

design decisions in other parts of our design space.

Audience. According to Bach et al. [15], novice dashboard users will need more instruction

in the form of a clear layout and less information (e.g., single value, aggregated data),

whereas expert or regular users will be more data literate and require more data and custom

features on dashboards. Sarikaya et al. [169] argue that the visuals and functions of a

dashboard “reflect the intended audience, their domain and visualization experience, and

their agency relationship with the data.” Watch faces are “individual” dash boards in Saikaya

et al.’s design space because they reside on a personal wearable device and are typically not

shared with others. A broad range of the population buys smartwatches and there are now

even smartwatches targeted at children. Designers of watch face visualizations, thus, cannot

assume visualization literacy but many smartwatch wearers exhibit intricate familiarity

with the data itself, their typical step counts, weather, or sleep patterns, for example. Most
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watch faces currently seem to be designed for people with low visualization literacy in that

they mostly represent data through text and use simple graphs. Past work on word-scale

visualizations [18, 71], however, has shown that complex representations are possible in

very small display space.

Interactivity and Visual Features. Interaction on watch faces has so far been quite restricted

compared to what was found for more general dashboards [15, 169]. Types of interactions

that we found relatively common were opportunities to tab through different types of data

(e. g., switching from step counts to calories burned within one complication’s container). We

also found some interactive games that could be played by touching a watch face. Sometimes

interactive changes to watch faces were enabled through companion apps in which the

layout and type of data shown on a watch face could be specified. What we have not seen

are watch faces that allow to input data, correct data, or highlight specific complications.

Additional Data Semantics. Several of Sarikaya et al. and Bach et al.’s additional data

semantics apply to watch faces. In particular, “benchmarks” (e. g., step counts that have

been reached) are commonly represented either by colors or by specific chart choices,

such as gauges and other proportion-based representations. These techniques were also

mentioned in Sarikaya et al. and Bach et al.’s studies. However, Bach et al. emphasized

color consistency in overall dashboard design and advocated reducing color if not required,

particularly for screen fit dashboard designs. Another similarity to their dashboards was that

watch faces regularly update data and provide highlights when certain thresholds have been

reached (e. g., battery levels that are too low, heart rates that are too high). These updates

pose visualization challenges as outlined previously, especially for watch faces that are not

monitored continuously.

5.4 Research Agenda

Watch face visualizations do not only need to be small but they also need to integrate into

a coherent watch face theme. As a personal data dashboard, watch faces not only make

fashion statements but can also play an important role to facilitate decision making. We

identified several open research questions that relate to the integration of visualizations in

watch faces.

Designers Vision vs. Use in Practice. Through our survey and review, we observed a tension

between a watch face design vision and the use of watch faces in practice. While a big part

of the market designs included a single complication (18%), 99% of people in our previous

survey reported to have more than one complication on their watch face. It is possible that

people regularly pay for and try out watch faces they like, but we suspect it is more likely

that they customize or personalize the watch faces to include more complications than the

designer intended. Thus, while smartwatch designers may decide to follow design guidelines
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and recommended practices from the visualization community in their implementations,

it is possible that through customization smartwatch wearers make customization choices

that violate these practices. We can try to help wearers to use a more appropriate design,

for example by suggesting best locations for placing a complication depending on clutter,

background color, etc. Nevertheless, smartwatches remain personal devices, and wearers are

(and should) ultimately be in control. As a community, we need to consider the right balance

of allowing wearers to feel empowered in their customization, without being constrictive in

our attempt to guide them.

Study of the Influence of Themes. The use of embellishments around data visualizations

has been heavily debated in the visualization community. Some argue that they should

be avoided [189]; some argue that they do not hurt or can even help [17]. Watch face

visualizations have by design a number of visual distractors surrounding them. UI styles such

as skeuomorphism introduce extensive shading to give the illusion of depth, busy material

textures, and color palettes that may distract from reading data. The influence of certain

theme choices such as skeuomorphism vs. flat or semi-flat designs as well as the use of

graphical decorators require further research. It is important to establish how they may

support or hinder readability of data especially for watch face scenarios that require quick

and accurate data readings.

Specific Visualization Designs for Watch Faces. Icons are useful on smartwatches as they

often label the data shown. It would be useful to study how this label functionality of an

icon can be combined with the display of numerical data. Possibilities exist such as using

animation, generating pictographs, or sizing icons as discussed earlier but their effectiveness

has not been empirically assessed for watch faces. Simplified icons with minimal color are

highly recognizable [83] and potentially readable during quick glances providing motivation

for studying them further.

5.5 Summary

We presented a systematic review and design space for embedding visualizations into watch

faces. The design space is grounded in the collection and analysis of properties of actual

watch faces. Our holistic approach looked at smartwatches not just at data displays but also

as a personal accessory for which visualizations are just one of many components that need

to fit within a larger visual ecosystem. This led us to consider, for the first time, dimensions

like the UI style and visual themes that may have an impact on visualization design, but have

not been part of visualization design considerations in smartwatch research. We discuss the

interplay of these dimensions and the choices available to visualization designers, as well as

pitfalls and challenges when it comes to designing visualizations for such a personal use.

Our research agenda that highlights open opportunities both for visualization designers and

for empirical research should inspire the visualization community to move forward.
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Smartwatch Visualization:
Perceptual Study on Sleep
Visualization

6

In our previous survy Chapter 4, we found that certain types of data, particularly sleep,
were not frequently shown on smartwatch faces. To better understand what smartwatch
wearers would like to see and how this data could be effectively shown, I wanted to
look into the readability of smartwatch visualizations, considering the impact of size
and aspect ratio in the context of sleep tracking. I contributed a series of experiments
with my co-authors Ranjini Aravind, Tanja Blascheck, Anastasia Bezerianos, and Petra
Isenberg. Specifically, we aimed to understand the interests, preferences, and effectiveness
of different sleep visualizations by smartwatch form factor. The findings of four studies
related to the visualization of sleep data were published in a paper at CHI 2022 [94]. I
describe this work here. Supplementary material is available at– https://osf.io/yz8ar/
and any mention of ‘we/our’ in this chapter refers to my set of co-authors.

In this work, we focus on the visualization of sleep data on fitness trackers. Fitness trackers

are wearable devices like wristbands, smartwatches, and sports watches that primarily

expose data about health, and fitness activities. Fitness trackers are increasingly capable

of capturing sleep data accurately [123], and sleep tracking apps have become central

for many people seeking to improve their sleep behaviors [89]. Currently, sleep data is

mostly checked on companion apps on smartphones, or websites rather than on the tracker

itself [95]. Checking data on the tracker, however, would allow people to quickly glance

at their data post-activity like they already do for other types of tracked activities without

consulting alternative devices. Fitness tracker wearers also expressed this desire for in-situ

consultation of sleep data and reported wanting to see sleep data on their trackers, in

particular directly after waking up [10]. Our follow-up survey confirmed this desire, and

Sleep Phases Sleep Duration

daily weekly monthly social daily weekly monthly social

Fig. 6.1: Most preferred combinations of sleep visualizations and data from our survey for
different types and granularities of sleep data.
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38% of respondents mentioned checking sleep data directly after waking up. We would

expect people to focus primarily on simple sleep aggregates (such as the number of hours

slept) in such a quick-glance scenario. Nevertheless, we explore both simple and more

complex visualizations as we expect that wearers begin to explore advanced features of

their fitness trackers after extended use [47]. We have no data to explain why some device

manufacturers do not expose more detailed sleep data on trackers themselves. It is possible

that device manufacturers do not know the interest in this data but also that the lack of

guidelines, examples, and design considerations for visualizations of detailed sleep data play

a role.

Our work makes several contributions to address these concerns. First, we provide results of

a survey with 108 fitness tracker wearers, 1in which we learned how wearers track their sleep,

what they wish to learn from their sleep data, and which sleep visualizations they prefer for

different granularities of sleep data, and for different device form factors: smartwatch, or

fitness band. Our results indicated that the most preferred visualizations were often similar

for people who wore smartwatches, and those who wore fitness bands, even though the

fitness band-sized visualizations were roughly half the size of the smartwatch-sized ones

(Figure 6.1).

Our second contribution is three quantitative studies about the effectiveness of preferred

visualizations across three types of form factors (smartwatch, horizontal, and vertical fitness

band) to make recommendations about visualizations to use for sleep data.

We first conducted a detailed in-person pilot study followed by two crowdsourced perceptual

studies that compared the preferred visualizations from the survey for weekly, and nightly

sleep data under three different analysis tasks. Participants preferred, and were more

confident with the smartwatch-sized visualizations but simple tasks could be performed

equally effectively on both smartwatch, and fitness band form factors. Only the more

complex tasks seemed to benefit from the larger display size.

Finally, we offer reflections on our study methodology, during which we balanced reaching a

larger pool of crowdsourced participants with ecological validity, and direct experimental

control, compared to our in-person pilot study; hoping to expand discussions on appropriate

study methodologies for wearable visualization.

6.1 Understanding Sleep Visualization Preferences

As a first step towards recommendations for sleep data visualizations on fitness trackers,

we investigated which type of sleep data people collect, and use as well as the types of

visualizations they would prefer. To reach a wide audience we designed an online survey

1Details about the questionnaire are available in the supplementary material–https://osf.io/
f3vja/.
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based on a similar survey published as part of a EuroVis Poster [10]. Our questionnaire

updated answer choices to make the types of visualizations asked about more consistent,

and included a randomization of answer choices, strengthening the validity of the results.

The survey material is available in the supplementary material–https://osf.io/f3vja/.

6.1.1 Design and Analysis

We deployed our questionnaire using Google Forms. The first part of the survey included

questions about the respondents’ fitness tracker, and how they analyzed their sleep data.

The main part of the questionnaire consisted of questions in which participants had to

select a preferred visualization out of a set of four choices for a specific type of sleep data

granularity (previous night, previous week, previous month, comparison to global values),

and data type (sleep duration versus sleep phases). Each group of images (duration and

phases) was preceded by an open-ended question, in which participants described what

they would like to learn about their sleep duration and phases, respectively. The purpose of

this question was to put participants in a mindset to answer the follow-up questions in the

context of their own sleep data. The visualizations shown after were inspired by those found

on common commercial fitness trackers and smartphone apps. The supplementary material

gives additional information about our real-world inspirations and chosen encodings. In

addition to having common visualizations for each data type and time granularity, we always

included one option that showed the data using text. We shuffled the order of visualizations

for each participant taking the survey. Table 6.2 shows all visualizations. After each choice,

participants responded whether they based their preference on the amount of data shown,

the design, or both.

We open-coded the free response questions, and iteratively derived answer categories. We

analyzed the fixed-choice questions using Tableau.

6.1.2 Procedure

After reading the consent form, and agreeing to participate in the survey, we asked partici-

pants to validate that they own a smartwatch, or fitness band, which can track sleep data,

and that they look at this data. If not, we excluded them from the survey. The accepted

participants proceeded to answer the remaining questions. Based on the answer they gave

regarding their used device (smartwatch, or fitness band) they saw the visualizations adapted

to this form factor: Square , or Wide (Table 6.2).
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Tab. 6.1: Sleep data that respondents would like to see on their tracker. The color-coding
represents the different categories, and is a visual encoding of the percentage of
answers (the higher the opacity the higher the percentage of responses).

Last Night Weekly
Overview

Monthly
Overview

Social Com-
parison

Not In-
terested

Phases 88 (81%) 41 (38%) 27 (25%) 15 (14%) 10 (9%)
Duration 87 (80%) 60 (56%) 40 (37%) 19 (18%) 4 (4%)
Schedule 44 (41%) 53 (49%) 32 (30%) 9 (8%) 30 (28%)
Quality 87 (80%) 57 (53%) 39 (36%) 18 (17%) 9 (8%)
Metadata 88 (81%) 47 (46%) 28 (26%) 15 (14%) 13 (12%)

6.1.3 Results

We recruited 132 participants via Reddit, Facebook, Twitter, and personal emails. For the

analysis, we included 108 valid responses, and excluded 24 people who reported not wearing

a tracker, or not checking their sleep data. It took participants between 10, and 15 minutes

to answer the questionnaire.

Most (86% ) of the respondents reported wearing their fitness tracker every night while

sleeping. Most participants mentioned checking their sleep data only on the phone app

(80.6% ), while 4.6% checked only their fitness tracker, and 14.6% both

devices.

Table 6.1 summarizes the answers participants gave regarding the sleep data they would like

to see independent of what their current device could show. Most people were interested

in data about their last night’s sleep phases, duration, quality, and other metadata—all of

interest to more than 80% of respondents. Weekly sleep data was the second most

preferred type but only few participants were interested in a social comparison of sleep data

(≤18% ).

Table 6.2 summarizes the percentages of preferred visualizations for different time gran-

ularities of the sleep phases, and sleep duration while the teaser (Figure 6.1) shows the

most preferred visualizations in more detail. The differences between the two top ranked

visualizations for weekly sleep duration were so low that we considered them both as the

winner. Table 6.2 shows the data separated for Square and Wide to see differences

between people using a smartwatch, and those wearing a fitness band. Across all 8 groups

of visualizations, the preferred visualization was mostly (5/8) the same for both types of

devices. Overall, the most preferred visualization was often an area chart (Square =

4/8, Wide = 3/8) rated first by approximately 40–50% of respondents. Bar chart-based

representations were also popular, in particular for the wide form factor (Square = 2/8,

Wide = 4/8). A clear winner was the hypnogram (76% ) for showing last night’s

sleep phases, and the horizontal bars (73% ) for the social comparison of last night’s

sleep phases on the wide version. Only for social comparison of sleep duration, people
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preferred the text version to other visualizations. In most cases, the text representation had

the lowest, or second to lowest rating.

Note that while the data visualizations we showed to people were similar in color coding,

the explicitly encoded information varied between designs. To understand whether people

chose their “preferred” representation based on the data shown or the encoding, we asked an

additional question in the survey, in which participants explained how they made their choice.

On average, 49% of the participants reported choosing the representation considering

both the displayed data and the corresponding encoding. The preference information we

gathered from the survey can help to inspire further studies, in which preferences based on

data or visualization can be teased apart. Our results show that participants chose those

visualizations that allowed them to see and infer more information than others in most cases.

One clear outlier is the text representation of the comparison of social sleep duration, which

shows comparatively little information as text.

6.2 Studies Comparing Sleep Visualizations

Based on our survey, we found that for five out of eight categories of sleep data, participants

preferred the same type of visualization for both smartwatch, and wristband form factors.

Therefore, we wanted to investigate how changes in form factor would affect the effectiveness

of a visualization, and if one could expect to use the same representation type for both form

factors. The main research question we investigate in the following three studies was: How

does display form factor, expressed as display size, and orientation, affect the effectiveness with

which people can answer questions about sleep data?

6.2.1 General Method

To investigate our research question, we conducted three studies: one in-person pilot study

using a real smartwatch, and two studies conducted online as crowdsourced studies using

peoples’ own smartphones. For all three studies, we used the same method, measuring

both completion time, and accuracy of participants with a specific task, and visualization

stimulus. In each study, and task, participants had a forced-choice between two answer

options; therefore, we used a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) design with a Type 1

procedure (yes/no-responses) [109]. For each trial, participants saw the stimulus, and

answered the task by pushing one of two buttons; then they received feedback for 1000 ms,

followed by the next stimulus visualization. There was no time limit to answer, but we

instructed participants to answer as accurate as possible.
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Tab. 6.2: Visualizations of sleep phases and sleep duration for smartwatch and fitness bands.
Orange borders highlight the most preferred combinations of data and designs for
each time granularity as well as for social comparisons.
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6.2.2 Stimuli

Our stimuli used in all three studies had a display size of 320 px × 320 px (smartwatch;

Square ), 320 px × 160 px (horizontal wristband; Wide ), and 160 px × 320 px (vertical

wristband; Tall ).

6.2.3 Data Analysis and Interpretation

To analyze the data we conducted a time, and error analysis. For all three studies, we

calculated the sample mean per person, and condition for both time, and accuracy. We

represent the sample mean using interval estimation with 95%-confidence intervals, which

we adjusted for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni corrections [88]. We construct

the confidence intervals using BCa bootstrapping (10,000 bootstrap iterations). Therefore,

we can be 95% certain that the population mean is included within this given interval.

We interpret the difference between two values using estimation techniques, and give the

strength of the evidence about the population means as recommended in the literature [20,

21, 48, 50, 56]. A confidence interval of mean differences shows evidence if the confidence

interval does not overlap with 0, which corresponds to a statistically significant result using

p-value tests. The farther away from 0, and the tighter the confidence interval is, the stronger

is our evidence. One can calculate equivalent p-values using the method by Krzywinski, and

Altman [115].

6.3 In-person Pilot Study: Bar Charts of Weekly
Sleep Durations

As a first step, we conducted an in-person pilot study in the lab using an actual smartwatch.

For this in-person pilot study, we focused on visualizations representing sleep duration

because participants from the survey were most interested to see sleep duration, on average,

of all temporal granularities. We focused on weekly sleep data instead of last night’s sleep as

a richer source of data. In addition, Cai et al. [35] already tested the winning donut chart for

last night’s sleep patterns under varying display sizes, showing no negative effect at smaller

display sizes.

6.3.1 Stimuli and Tasks

Representation Choice: The most preferred visualizations for a weekly overview of sleep

durations were the area chart, and floating bar chart. We decided to use the floating bar

chart, because it is the more common visualization technique for this data, and because it
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Fig. 6.2: Stimuli for the study representing weekly sleep duration with three different form
factors: Square, Wide, and Tall. Sizes, when printed without scaling, correspond
to the physical sizes shown during the study.

can encode more information including schedule, and sleep consistency. Moreover, it might

be more affected by changes in tracker type due to the compression of bar width/length

needed on the fitness band. A floating bar chart is a non-aligned bar chart, representing

chosen preferred bedtimes, and wake-up times, i.e., the time when a person actually went to

sleep, and woke up in the morning (Figure 6.2).

Task Choice: The floating bar chart allowed us to add more tasks that are aligned to what

respondents in the questionnaire wanted to learn from their sleep data. The tasks we

investigated were:

• T1: On which day did you sleep longer: Saturday or Sunday?

• T2: Did you go to bed later than planned (22:00) on 4 or more days this week?

• T3: Did you sleep longer on average on the weekend days (Sat, Sun) compared to the

weekdays (Mon-Fri)?

Common visualization tasks [31] inspired our tasks, which required participants to analyze

temporal data. T1 is an elementary task, which a participant can answer by identifying

two bars (Saturday, and Sunday), and comparing their ranges in the reference set; T2,

and T3 are synoptic tasks, which require participants to gain an overview of the whole

reference set [6]. For T2, participants needed to summarize the set by counting the bars

in relation to a reference line (22:00). T3 required participants to identify two reference

subsets (weekdays, and weekend), mentally aggregate bar length for each subset, and

compare the aggregates.

Data Generation: To generate the data used for the visualization stimuli, we generated values

for sleep duration, and schedule for each night of the week. Each bar represented a sleep

duration between 370, and 501 min of sleep that started up to 30 min before to 50 min after

the preferred bedtime of 22:00. For tasks that involved comparing bars, or the average of

bars, we ensured that there was a difference of a least 8 px, which corresponded to 16 min of
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sleep duration. We colored the bars in two shades of blue to distinguish between weekdays,

and weekend days. Stimuli of all three form factors had the same information, and text.

6.3.2 Participants

We recruited 18 participants (10 female, 8 male; 4 researchers, 14 students) with an average

age of 29.27 years (SD = 6.76). Their highest degree was Bachelor (2), Master (12), or

Ph.D. (4). They all had a background in HCI. Out of 18 participants, 17 reported having

experience with visualizations. All participants had normal, or corrected-to-normal vision,

and 2 of them reported to have a color vision deficiency. One participant owned a fitness

tracker (Apple Watch), and two participants owned a fitness band (Fitbit). We compensated

participants with chocolates, and tea at the end of the study.

6.3.3 Procedure and Apparatus

We used a within-subject design, and counterbalanced the order of the tasks, and the form

factors using a Latin square. We used a Sony Smartwatch 3 with the Android Wear 2.8.0

operating system. The smartwatch’s screen dimensions were 28.73 mm × 28.73 mm with

a resolution of 320 px × 320 px. We attached the smartwatch to a stand at an angle of 50

degrees [24]. We adjusted the stand so that the smartwatch was placed at 20 cm height from

the table surface, and roughly 28 cm viewing distance from the participant [23]. We allowed

participants to adjust their seating position during the study. To familiarize themselves with

the procedure, participants did 15 practice trials, followed by a 10 s break, and 30 actual

trials.

Participants answered tasks by pressing one of the four arrow keys depending on the

task (up/down for T1, left/right for T2, and T3) on the keyboard placed in front of them,

and below the smartwatch stand. We used a Macbook Pro laptop to run a Java program,

which recorded input (key presses) of participants, saved logs, and sent feedback to the

smartwatch app implemented using Android programming. We connected the smartwatch,

and laptop to the same WiFi hotspot, and they communicated with each other via TCP

sockets.

6.3.4 Results

In the following, we discuss the results (both time, and accuracy) of the in-person pilot

study separated by task using confidence interval estimation techniques as described in

Section 6.2.3. Table 6.3, and Table 6.4 show the detailed results including averages, and

confidence intervals.
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Tab. 6.3: Completion Time analysis of data from the Pilot Sleep Duration (bar) Study. Left: average
completion time in milliseconds. Right: pairwise comparisons for each task, and form
factor. Error bars represent 95% Bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs) in black, adjusted
for three pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (in red).
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Task T1: On which day did you sleep longer: Saturday or Sunday?

Completion Time: Overall, we saw that participants were slower with Wide compared to

the other two form factors. We have no evidence of a difference between Tall and Square

. Completion times ranged on average between 766 ms–970 ms.

Accuracy: Accuracy was almost 100% for all form factors, and there was no evidence of a

difference between the conditions.

Task T2: Did you go to bed later than planned (22:00) on 4 or more days this week?

Completion Time: Square and Wide had almost the same completion time with 1075 ms
and 1074 ms. We have evidence for Tall to be slower than the other two form factors with

a completion time of 1424 ms.

Accuracy: The accuracy in this task was only slightly lower than for T1 with 97–98%. We

again see no evidence of a difference between form factors.

Task T3: Did you sleep longer on average on the weekend days (Sat, Sun) compared to

the weekdays (Mon-Fri)?

Completion Time: We have weak evidence of a difference between Square (faster with

1006 ms on average), and Wide (slower with 1219 ms on average), but no evidence of a

difference between the other form factors.

Accuracy: T3 had the highest error rate, but accuracy was still above 95% for each form

factor. Again, we see no strong evidence of a difference between form factors, but there may

be a trend for Tall to be more accurate than Wide .
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Tab. 6.4: Accuracy analysis of data from the Pilot Sleep Duration (bar) Study. Left: average
accuracy; right: pairwise comparisons for each task, and form factor. Error bars rep-
resent 95% bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs) in black, adjusted for three pairwise
comparisons with Bonferroni correction (in red).
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Summary: Accuracy was high in all three tasks (over 95%), and we saw no strong evidence

of a difference across form factors according to how many errors participants made. Some

differences were, however, visible according to completion time. For T1, Wide was slower

than the other two. For T2, Tall was slower than the other two. In T3, we saw a potential

trend for Wide being slower than Square .

6.4 Sleep Duration (bar) Study: Bar Charts of
Weekly Sleep Durations

After conducting the in-person pilot study, we re-ran the pilot as a crowdsourced study,

during which participants had to use a smartphone. A crowdsourced study allowed us to

access a broader pool of participants but with the tradeoff that we could no longer use

smartwatches to deploy the study. Our goal was to find out whether we could reach similar

results when simulating smartwatches on smartphones in a crowdsourced setting. Due to

the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic in-person studies were harder to conduct, and our results

have the potential to inform the design of future perception studies for smartwatches.

6.4.1 Design Specifics

We used the same study design as for the in-person pilot study described in Section 6.3.

The main difference between these two studies was that we used a between-subject design

to reduce the study time per participant. The between-subjects factor was the task, so
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each participant saw one task but all three form factors. We preregistered the study at

https://osf.io/yz8ar/.

To approximate the pixel density of smartwatches, we designed the study to be run on smart-

phones using a mobile web browser. We used a framework for running online studies [129]

into which stimuli images were loaded. This ensured that images were displayed at the

original aspect ratio of the Sony Smartwatch 3 used in the in-person pilot study. We used a

display size of 213 × 213 density-independent pixels (DIP). Measuring in DIP allowed us to

ensure that stimuli appear at the same physical size across screens, no matter what density

those screens have. We followed the viewport size conversion of the Android developer

community [49].

Participants could only participate in the study if they had a smartphone (e.g., Android

mobile, iPhone) with a minimum screen resolution of 320 px × 480 px, had a web browser

installed on their phone, and had a stable internet connection. We designed our study so that

at the minimum screen resolution participants did not have to scroll the web page during

the study. After finishing each form factor, we asked participants about their confidence

when performing the task on a 5-point Likert scale (5 = completely confident, 4 = fairly

confident, 3 = somewhat confident, 2 = slightly confident, 1 = not confident at all). A

post-questionnaire followed after performing the task with all three form factors. There

were no time constraints for giving their answers but we asked participants to answer as

quickly, and accurately as possible.

Training: Participants saw 15 random visualizations as training for each form factor. There

were detailed instructions before each training describing the next type of visualization

shown.

Study Trials: In total, participants completed 34 trials per form factor, with 30 trials in

random order, and 4 trials as attention checks per section for a total of 102 trials per

participant. We collected the given answer per trial, the correct answer, and the time taken

to answer.

Exclusion Criteria: We excluded participants who reported having problems with the consent

form, who reloaded the web browser, who did not finish the complete study, whose monitor

specifications did not meet the study requirements, or who failed >=50% of the attention

check trials. We clearly stated the exclusion criteria at the beginning of the study, notified

participants if they were not able to complete the study, and terminated the study early.

We also included two additional attention check questions at the end of the study asking

participants to select the task they had just completed as well as which type of data they had

seen during the study (sleep, as well as rainfall, or weather as distractors). If a participant

failed to answer these questions, then the study was immediately terminated.
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6.4.2 Participants

We recruited fluent English speakers using Prolific [161]. From the 175 total responses,

36 were incomplete, 2 failed the attention check questions, and 2 participated multiple

times, and we discarded them from all our analyses. In total 135 participants completed our

study. We compensated participants who completed the study with a reward of £2.63 for

our 17-minute estimated study completion time, slightly higher than the French minimum

wage requirements requested by our ethics committee. For T1, there were 39 participants,

42 participants for T2, and 54 participants for T3. It is difficult in crowdsourced studies

to achieve an equal number of participants per condition but because we do not compare

across tasks, the difference in participant numbers does not bias our findings.

Among participants, 45.9% were female, and 54.1% were male; 48.12%

reported to be students, the rest (51.88%) did not provide their job status (Table 6.5). All

participants had normal, or corrected-to-normal vision, and the average age was 26.43

years (SD = 7.53). Among all participants, 27.06% owned a smartwatch, 29.32%

owned a fitness band, and 6.01% owned both. When asked to report on their

familiarity with floating bar charts on a Likert scale (Figure 6.3), most participants (51.9%

) reported reading these charts occasionally.

Tab. 6.5: Details about participants for the two crowdsourced studies. Number of partici-
pants (P), location, gender (F: Female, M: Male), age (M: mean, SD: standard
deviation), percentage of students, percentage of participants who reported to
own a smartwatch (SW), and percentage of participants who reported to own a
fitness band (FB).

Study P Location Gender Age Students SW FB
(F/M) (M/SD)

Sleep Duration
(bar)

135 (46.7% / 53.3%) (26.56 / 7.7) 47.4% 26.6% 29.3%

Sleep Phase
(hypnogram)

117 (58.1% / 41.9%) (26.27 / 7.02) 55.5% 33.3% 24.7%

Every day

Almost every day

Occasionally

Almost never

Never

8.1%

17.8%

51.9%

12.6%

9.6%

Sleep Duration (bar) Study

Every day

Almost every day

Occasionally

Almost never

Never

2.6%

6.8%

19.7%

22.2%

48.7%

Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study

Fig. 6.3: Analysis of demographic data from the Sleep Duration (bar) Study, and the Sleep
Phase (hypnogram) Study. Left: familiarity rating of participants reading floating
bar charts. Right: familiarity rating of participants reading hypnogram charts.
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Tab. 6.6: Completion Time analysis of data from the Sleep Duration (bar) Study. Left: average
completion time in milliseconds for each task, and form factor. Right: pairwise
comparisons for each task, and form factor. Error bars represent 95% Bootstrap
confidence intervals (CIs) in black, adjusted for three pairwise comparisons with
Bonferroni correction (in red).
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6.4.3 Results

We describe the results per task discussing completion time, accuracy, and confidence. We

separate our discussion by task due to our between-subject study design (each participant

saw all form factors for one task). For the data analysis, we only consider the data that was

within two standard deviations of the mean answering time. We removed as outliers around

5% of the data across all tasks mostly due to a problem with our timer implementation:

the first trial of each form factor took an unexpectedly long time because the time counter

included page loading time. Therefore, we removed the first trial across all tasks but fixed

this problem for our subsequent crowdsourced study reported in the next section. Table 6.6

summarizes the results on completion time per task while Table 6.7 shows the detailed

results of the error analysis.

Task T1: On which day did you sleep longer: Saturday or Sunday?

Completion Time: Participants were similarly fast with all three form factors. The average

of Tall was fastest with 1300 ms, followed by Square with 1367 ms, and Wide with

1445 ms. Pairwise comparisons show no evidence of a difference between the three form

factors because the corrected confidence intervals touch zero. It is nevertheless possible that

there is a trend for Wide being slower than the other two because the uncorrected CIs

either do not cross, or are close to 0.
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Tab. 6.7: Accuracy analysis of data from the Sleep Duration (bar) Study. Left: average accuracy for
each task, and form factor. Right: pairwise comparisons for each task, and form factor.
Error bars represent 95% Bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs) in black, adjusted for three
pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (in red).
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Accuracy: In this task, correctness was high for all representations (all 99% correct). We do

not have evidence of a difference between sizes.

Confidence: For T1 participants reported largely high confidence scores for all three form

factors. Over 85% of respondents were at least fairly confident with each form factor: Square

= 95% , Tall = 92% , Wide = 87% (Figure 6.4 top).

Task T2: Did you go to bed later than planned (22:00) on 4 or more days this week?

Completion Time: Answer times ranged between 1547 ms (Wide ) to 1933 ms (Tall ), and

there is strong evidence for Wide being faster than Tall . We did not see strong evidence

of a difference between Square (with 1696 ms on average), and the other two form factors.

Nevertheless, the uncorrected pairwise confidence intervals involving Square are close

to 0 that may indicate a trend of a difference between Square and the other two form

factors.

Accuracy: With each form factor participants were 96–97% correct. We have only some

evidence that participants may be more correct with Wide compared to Tall .

Confidence: Participants reported high confidence scores for all form factors. For Square

and Wide , 83.3% of participants were at least fairly confident, and for Tall 90.5%

(Figure 6.4 middle).

Task T3: Did you sleep longer on average on the weekend days (Sat, Sun) compared to

the weekdays (Mon-Fri)?
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Fig. 6.4: Percentages of confidence ratings by participants of different form factors for each
task for the Sleep Duration (bar) Study.

Completion Time: We saw no evidence of a difference between form factors for this task, and

average completion times were similar: Tall = 1780 ms; Wide = 1857 ms, and Square

= 1905 ms.

Accuracy: Correctness for this task ranged between 93% (Wide ), and 96% (Square ).

However, we have only evidence of a difference between Square (more accurate), and

Wide . There is possibly a trend for Square to be more accurate than Tall as well but

the CI is close to 0.

Confidence: Participants reported the highest confidence scores for Square , with 89%

being at least fairly confident. The other confidence scores of participants reporting to be at

least fairly confident in their answers also remained high with 72% (Wide ), and

74% (Tall ) (Figure 6.4 bottom).

Post-Study Questionnaire

We asked participants to pick their preferred display form factor. For each task Square

was the preferred representation (T1: 69.2% , T2: 73.8% , T3: 57.4% ).

When asked to compare the two wristband form factors Wide was preferred for all tasks

(T1: 51.3% , T2: 59.5% , T3: 53.7% ) but the preferences for one, or the

other were not strong.

Summary: The most obvious difference between form factors in this study was present

in T2, for which Wide was both faster, and more accurate than Tall . Differences in

time in the other two tasks are not as prominent as in the in-person pilot study, but there

are trends in T1 for Wide to be slower than Square and Tall . Accuracy was overall

high (over 93%). We saw that in T3 Square was more accurate than Wide possibly

more accurate than Tall and participants felt more confident with it. We reflect more on
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our methodological approach of conducting a crowdsourced study, and differences to the

in-person pilot study, in Section 6.6.

6.5 Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study: Hypnogram
charts of Nightly Sleep Phases

After we identified that crowdsourced studies can help uncover insights on smartwatch

perception, we expanded our exploration about whether people can use charts effectively

across different form factors. Again, we focused our study on insights into sleep data, and

their visualization. In this second study, we chose last night’s sleep phases as one of the data

sources of most interest to wearers in our survey, and because its preferred visualization was

surprising to us. In particular, we were surprised by the strong preference (75.8% ) for

the hypnogram chart on the wristband form factor because it is a relatively complex, and

visually busy temporal chart, and we were skeptical how well it would perform in practice. In

comparison, only 33.3% of survey respondents had picked the hypnogram as preferred

for the smartwatch-sized visualization. We followed the same design procedure as in our

first crowdsourced study.

6.5.1 Stimuli and Tasks

A hypnogram represents the stages of sleep as a function of time. The purpose of a hypnogram

is to provide a general sense of nightly sleep behaviors. It differentiates between different

stages of sleep on the y-axis: rapid eye movement sleep (REM), and non-rapid eye movement

sleep (NREM), sometimes separated into different levels like light, and deep sleep, during

the sleep cycle [80]. A typical hypnogram on fitness trackers shows three sleep stages: light,

deep, and REM together with the time a person is awake [65]. The hypnogram shows when

someone transitioned from one stage to another along the x-axis.

Participants in our survey reported to be interested in learning about their sleep phases. We

formulated the following three tasks to target this interest, and to remain close to the types

of tasks of our Sleep Duration (bar) Study:

• T1: Were you in the wake phase more than or equal to 4 times?

• T2: Did you have 4 or more transitions from REM to light sleep?

• T3: Did you spend more time in REM than in deep sleep?
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All three tasks required participants to analyze temporal data. While T1 is an elementary

task that participants can answer by counting bar peaks, T2, and T3 are synoptic tasks, which

require participants to gain an overview of the whole reference set [6]. In T2, participants

needed to count patterns related to a reference set from two sleep stages. T3 requires

participants to identify two reference subsets (REM, and deep sleep), calculate the aggregate

bar length for each subset, and compare the aggregates.

To generate synthetic data used for the stimuli, we calculated values for the four different

sleep stages. On a typical night, a person goes through four to six sleep cycles. Not all sleep

cycles are of the same length, but on average, they last about 90 minutes each [155]. For the

stimuli, as shown in Figure 6.5, we used five sleep cycles, and ~96 min each for an 8-hour

sleep duration (22:00-06:00). For the task that involved comparing bars of the aggregates,

we ensured that there was a difference of a least 8 px. Stimuli of all three form factors had

the same information, and text. We colored each sleep phase differently: red-colored bars

represent the wake sleep phase, blue-colored bars for the REM sleep phase, green-colored

bars for the light sleep phase, and purple-colored bars for the deep sleep phase. We used

the color palette Sciences Po medialab [138] generated considering color blindness. We

designed the visualizations to be similar to those already found on fitness tracking apps.

6.5.2 Participants

We recruited all participants in the same way as for our first crowdsourced study via Pro-

lific [161]. Of the 162 total responses, 45 were incomplete, and discarded from all our

analyses leaving us with 117 participants in total to complete our study. We compensated

participants who completed the study with a reward of £2.63 for our 17-minute estimated

study completion time, slightly higher than the French minimum wage requirements re-

quested by our ethics committee. For T1, there were 45 participants, 36 participants for

T2, and 36 participants for T3. We recruited 58.1% female, and 41.9% male

Fig. 6.5: Stimuli for the Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study representing nightly sleep phases
(wake, REM, light, deep) using three different form factors: Square, Wide, and
Tall. Sizes, when printed without scaling, correspond to the physical sizes shown
during the study.
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Tab. 6.8: Completion Time analysis of data from the Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study. Left: average
completion time in milliseconds for each task; right: pairwise comparisons for each task,
and form factor. Error bars represent 95% Bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs) in black,
adjusted for three pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (in red).
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participants; 55.5% of the participants reported to be students, the job status of the

rest (44.5%) is unknown. All participants had normal, or corrected-to-normal vision, and

the average age was 26.27 years, (SD = 7.02). Among all participants, 33.3% owned

a smartwatch, 24.7% owned a fitness band, and 6.83% owned both. Participants

reported not to read hypnogram charts often: Never (48.7% ) was the highest answer

when rating hypnogram chart familiarity on a 5-point Likert scale. Figure 6.3 right, and

Table 6.5 summarize background information about the participants.

6.5.3 Results

We describe the results discussing completion time, accuracy, and confidence. We separate

our discussion by task due to our between-subject design. For the data analysis, we only

considered the data that was within two standard deviations of the mean answering time.

This means we almost uniformly removed around 5% of the data across all tasks. Table 6.8,

and Table 6.9 give numerical details about the time, and accuracy results.

Task T1: Were you in the Wake phase more than or equal to 4 times?

Completion Time: The average completion times for Tall (970 ms), Square (1030 ms), and

Wide (1045 ms) were similar. We saw no strong evidence for differences in the pairwise

comparisons of techniques but there may be a trend for Tall to be slightly faster than Wide

.

Accuracy: Correctness was high for all representations (all 99% correct on average). We do

not have evidence of a difference between form factors.
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Tab. 6.9: Accuracy analysis of data from the Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study. Left: average accuracy;
right: pairwise comparisons for each task, and form factor. Error bars represent 95%
Bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs) in black, adjusted for three pairwise comparisons with
Bonferroni correction (in red).
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Confidence: Figure 6.6 top shows the confidence for all three form factors for T1. There were

no participants who reported not to be confident, and confidence ratings overall were high.

Most people with the Square form factor reported to be completely confident (73.3%

), followed by Wide (64.4% ), and Tall (57.8% ).

Task T2: Did you have 4 or more transitions from REM to light sleep?

Completion Time: T2 had the largest average completion times in our study with 2871 ms for

Wide up to 4228 ms for Tall . In the pairwise comparisons, we have strong evidence for

this task being slower to complete with Tall than with the other two form factors (slower

by over 1 s).

Accuracy: Average correctness was 94%, and 95% on average for Wide and Square

respectively but dropped to 88% for Tall . We have evidence that Tall was indeed less

accurate than the other two form factors, but no evidence of a difference between Wide

and Square .

Confidence: Confidence was lowest for this task. We see the difficulties participants had

with Tall confirmed in the confidence rating; 53.3% reported being only somewhat

confident, or lower. Confidence ratings for Square and Wide were similar with 80.6%

of respondents reporting being fairly, or completely confident.

Task T3: Did you spend more time in REM than in Deep sleep?
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Fig. 6.6: Percentages of confidence ratings by participants of different form factors for each
task for the Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study.

Completion Time: The average completion times for this task ranged around 1.2 s with only

small differences between form factors: Wide 1194 ms, Tall 1211 ms, and Square

1250 ms. We have no evidence of a difference between form factors.

Accuracy: Participants were 98–99% correct in this task on average for all form factors. There

was no evidence of a difference in the pairwise comparisons.

Confidence: The confidence scores were high for this task. Over 30% of participants reported

being completely confident with each form factor, and Wide having the highest response

at 47.2% . For each form factor, over 80% of respondents were at least fairly

confident: 94.4% for Wide , 88.9% for Square , and 80.5% for Tall

.

Post-Study Questionnaire

When asked to pick their preferred display size, participants preferred Square clearly

for T1 (73.3% ). For T2 nobody chose Tall and the difference between Square

(52.8% ) over Wide (47.2% ) was small. The pattern was similar but reversed

for T3 with participants slightly preferring Wide (55.6% ) to Square (41.7%

). When asked to decide between the two wristband form factors specifically, participants

showed a clear preference for Wide (T1: 86.7% , T2: 97.2% , T3: 88.9%

).

Summary: Most differences were visible in T2, with Tall performing worse than Square

and Wide in terms of both time, and accuracy. We saw no other clear difference between

the three form factors in T1, and T3. Participants tended to feel more confident with Square

and Wide although confidence was high for all three form factors. These two were

also the preferred form factors over Tall .
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6.5.4 Methodological Reflection

The COVID-19 pandemic has prompted us to reconsider our research methods. Those of us

who conduct in-person qualitative, or quantitative research have experienced substantial

challenges in accessing study populations because of new social distancing regulations. In

particular, research that requires specific types of technologies, such as smartwatches in

our case, is challenged by the inability to run in-person studies. Our in-person pilot study,

and the follow-up crowdsourced version of the pilot study, offer the opportunity to reflect

on whether we can usefully run perception type studies for smartwatches in crowdsourced

settings. Our approach simulated smartwatch-sized displays on smartphones, allowed us

to target a wider audience, and make recommendations about smartwatch-sized displays.

A recent study by Blascheck and Isenberg [25] already showed that running studies on a

desktop computer with same sized stimuli leads to similar results, allowing researchers to

run smartwatch studies on devices that are more available.

Summary, and Differences Between In-Person Pilot Study, and the
Crowdsourced Sleep Duration (bar) Study

The crowdsourced version of our Sleep Duration (bar) Study had a few study design

differences compared to the in-person pilot study that we outlined in Section 6.4.1. To

answer our question whether a crowdsourced study to target fitness tracker perception is

viable, we did not perform detailed statistical comparisons. Rather, we discuss how the

results differ in the identified trends. In general, we would expect performance to be noisier

in a crowdsourced study than in an in-person study but strong evidence should remain.

Overall, participants in the lab study had faster completion times. This can be caused by the

different input methods used (keyboard vs. on-screen buttons on the smartphone), and the

additional noise produced by the lack of control of the crowdsourced study environment.

Several smaller effects in completion time that we observed in the in-person pilot study

tended to be trends in the crowdsourced study. For example, for T1 (comparison of two

adjacent bars), the evidence that Wide was slower than the other two form factors in the

in-person pilot study became only a trend in the crowdsourced study; or the completion

time difference between Tall and Square in T2 (comparison of multiple bars) that also

became a trend in the crowdsourced study. Yet, the strong evidence of Tall being slower

than Wide in T2 was present across both the in-person pilot study, and the crowdsourced

study. Measuring time accurately in crowdsourced studies is a known challenge [29], and

indicates that we may need a larger number of participants to reach the same level of

evidence between in-person, and crowdsourced studies. Participants in both studies were

accurate in their answers, with the average accuracy for T2, and T3 (comparing averages of
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groups of bars) being only slightly lower in the crowdsourced study (1–4 percentage points)

but practically the same for T1.

Overall, we conclude that simulating fitness tracker displays on smartphones for crowd-

sourced perception studies worked well. We had engaged participants who performed

similarly quickly as well as accurately, and strong evidence remained. Of course, we cannot

perform all types of fitness tracker studies online by using smartphones. Any study that

wishes to measure the impact of actually wearing the device, turning the wrist to look at the

screen, or to measure the impact of contextual factors such as movement, still require field,

or lab studies.

Recommendations for Setting up a Crowdsourced Fitness Tracker Study

Here we reflect on several of our study setup decisions, and implementation details that

helped to conduct a successful crowdsourced fitness tracker perception study using smart-

phones.

Ensuring study participants used a smartphone: On the Prolific platform we indicated

that our study had to be performed using a smartphone, and wrote dedicated instructions.

Because Prolific does not itself test whether participants really used a smartphone we imple-

mented a check that tested whether participants used a mobile browser. Checking screen

resolution alone is not a good test because modern smartphones have similar resolutions

compared to many desktop displays still currently in use.

Ensuring correct stimuli sizing: Smartphone environments offer a way to implement visual

stimuli using density-independent pixels (DIP) to be rendered at similar physical sizes on

viewers’ smartphones. While we cannot control people’s viewing distance from the screen in

online perceptual studies, with DPIs we can at least ensure similar physical rendering sizes,

and assume standard viewing distances for smartphones for the average participant.

Recording time: It is often argued that time is not a reliable measure in crowdsourced

studies [29]. We set a time counter programmatically within the application: when partici-

pants changed the browser tab during the study the time counter would pause, and when

participants returned to the tab the time counter would continue. However, issues with

outliers in completion time remained, which we then removed from our analyses.

Ensuring engagement, and training: One of the main pitfalls of crowdsourced studies is

reduced control in the assessment of participants’ training [28]. We worked towards an

increased willingness to engage with instructions by keeping them short, and splitting them

across separate pages. The instructions were provided with text, and graphics before each

training to be more engaging. Participants also needed to actively consent to understanding
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each instruction before they could see the next image. In our last non-mandatory question—

“Do you have any comment about the study, for example, concerning the clarity of the instructions,

or technical issues you might have experienced? (optional)” we asked participants to give us

feedback. For the Sleep Duration (bar) Study, 28 participants gave us voluntary comments,

12 of them mentioned that the instructions were clear, and explained well to them. For the

Sleep Phase (hypnogram) Study, 16 participants gave us comments, 4 of them mentioned

that everything was clear, and understandable to them. Some of the comments from

the participants were—“The study was enjoyable. There were no difficulties whatsoever.

Everything was explained perfectly.”, “The instructions were simple, and clear, and the

study was very interesting.”, “The instructions were clear, and well explained.”, “Very clear

instructions for which I was grateful.”, “All was very clear, and understandable.” As such, we

are confident to recommend a similar study, and training setup.

Ensuring smooth study loading: We spent a lot of effort to reduce the loading time of

the study web pages, and stimuli so that participants were not impeded by their internet

speed. All graphics used in the study were produced in the Portable Network Graphics (PNG)

format, or Graphics Interchange Format (GIF), and compressed to small file sizes. With a

regular internet connection, the complete online study—a total of 32 web pages including

all graphics—loaded within 2–4 seconds, and the first page within 7–15 milliseconds.

6.6 Discussion

In the following, we reflect on our study results, and the methodologies we used to study

fitness tracker visualizations.

6.6.1 Study Results

We set out to understand how best to visualize sleep data on fitness trackers. Sleep visual-

izations are compelling to study because they can contain several types of data (temporal,

quantitative, categorical, etc.), are relatively complex, and because many people care deeply

about understanding their sleep data. From our survey, we learned that people are interested

the most in short-term data (last night’s sleep, or weekly sleep patterns). Surprisingly,

only about a third of our respondents were interested in comparing their sleep patterns to

others.

In our survey, we asked participants which types of sleep visualizations they would prefer

for different types of sleep data based on the form factor of their own fitness tracker.

It was interesting to see that purely text-based representations were preferred only in

one case—social comparison of sleep duration data on Square . More than half of our

participants preferred several charts with particularly strong preferences for multiple of
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the Wide representations: horizontal bars for social comparison data, area charts for

monthly overviews, and the hypnogram for last night’s sleep phases. Due to the additional

compression in the vertical direction when moving from a Square to a Wide form

factor, we were surprised to see that independent participants often picked the same sleep

visualizations (Figure 6.1) for the two form factors. The vertical compression should

specifically affect vertical bar, area, or line charts, and different aspect ratios have shown in

the past to affect the reading of charts [186].

Researchers can use our results to inspire the choice of dedicated sleep visualizations for

fitness trackers that app developers are currently still rarely deploying on these devices.

However, because the survey focused purely on visual preference we did not have evidence

to recommend the use of the same types of charts on different form factors. Therefore, we

conducted two follow-up studies that tested two common, and highly rated representation

types for sleep duration, and sleep phase data. In our first study on sleep duration, we tested

horizontal bar charts to encode weekly sleep data. We had expected that the horizontal

compression of the chart, and the smaller visible differences between bars with similar

start, or end positions would have a negative impact on the Tall version of the chart.

Nevertheless, we included Tall as a condition because when worn it is more natural to

read a wristband vertically, and wristbands often use a vertical layout in practice. Overall,

we saw high accuracy with the visualizations for all tasks, and form factors. Surprisingly,

the negative effect of horizontal compression only showed clearly for task completion time

in Task 2, a synoptic task that required reading multiple bars, and comparing them to a

reference line. Because we had designed differences to be at least 4 px for Tall and 8 px
for Wide and Square , the negative effect of the horizontal compression seemed to be

less important than we thought. We also saw a trend for Wide being slower than the

other two form factors for the elementary task that required comparing the length of two

bars. This is interesting because the main difference of this form factor was the smaller bar

width.

Next, we tested the hypnogram as a sleep phase visualization that our survey respondents

strongly preferred for Wide . We expected again that the performance for Tall would

suffer due to the horizontal compression. We saw that this was only the case in Task 2, a

synoptic task that required looking for specific types of transitions between phases. We had

made sure that all would be visible in the Tall rendering but the fact that all transitions were

visually closer together negatively affected completion time, accuracy, and confidence scores.

We also saw that more than half of the respondents picked Square as their preferred

display size for this task, giving some evidence that despite not showing as the preferred

visualization in our survey for the Square , the chart worked well for most participants in

our study.
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6.6.2 Design Considerations

Based on our results, we summarize the following design considerations for sleep visualiza-

tions on fitness trackers.

Integrate sleep visualizations on fitness trackers: Overall, we saw in our survey an interest

in detailed sleep data shown directly on the tracking devices themselves. Across our studies,

people could solve all but one task in under 2 s with high accuracy, providing evidence that

these visualizations have the potential to be glanceable, and effective at communicating

sleep data to wearers [22].

Consider charts of the Tall orientation for wristbands: In our studies, we tested both

vertical, and horizontal wristband sized displays. When actually worn around a wrist, a

wristband-sized chart would be more quickly read if rendered using the Tall form factor

because the wrist would have to be turned less. However, charts of this form factor did not

perform well with respect to task completion time in more complex synoptic tasks. Practically,

the differences in answer time might be outweighed by the additional time needed to turn

the wrist to correctly orient charts of the Wide form factor. In addition, Tall bar, and

hypnogram charts performed well according to completion time for elementary tasks, even

outperforming (or trending to outperform) charts of the Wide form factor.

Consider horizontal bars for social comparison data on Wide form factors: In the

survey, people strongly preferred bar representations. Due to the minimal compression in the

vertical direction, which does not affect the data encoding, we expect these visualizations

to be similarly accurately readable in social comparison tasks, as our horizontal bars in the

present study on sleep duration.

Use horizontal bars for weekly overview data: We saw that participants were effective at

both the elementary, and the two synoptic tasks. They also were confident, correct, and fast

completing the three tasks (<2 s) with these charts at all form factors.

Do not use vertical hypnograms when wearers might want to understand sleep stage

transitions: For T2, which required counting specific sleep stage transitions, we saw that

participants needed the longest to answer (around 4 s), made the most errors, and were the

least confident compared to the other form factors.

6.7 Conclusion

We investigated how to visualize sleep data on smartwatches, and fitness bands, through

four different studies. In a first survey, we showed that wearers were mostly interested

in weekly sleep duration, and nightly sleep phase data. Then, in an in-person pilot study,
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and two crowdsourced studies, we selected, and tested the effectiveness of some of the

most preferred visual representations for this data—bars, and hypnograms—under both

elementary, and synoptic tasks. We found that despite their reduced display real estate, Tall

, and Wide performed, with a few exceptions, similarly to the larger Square form

factor. Accuracy was also high across tasks. This indicates that all form factors present viable

platforms for displaying, and reading visualizations. Finally, we reflected on our adoption

of a crowdsourced study methodology, which enabled us to reach a broader participant

demographic for studies that have been traditionally lab-based.

Our work opens new questions for future research. While strong time performance trends

were similar in our in-person, and crowdsourced study, the crowdsourced study seemed

to highlight more differences in accuracy. It would be interesting to investigate why this

is the case, and more generally conduct a systematic comparison of how in-person, and

crowdsourced study results differ for such specialized wearable devices. Moreover, both

types of studies remain fairly constraint, and controlled: smartwatches, and fitness bands

are worn in contexts that include movement, and changing lighting conditions that may

reduce readability. It remains future work to investigate these, and other factors stemming

from real-use that may affect visualization reading, and comprehension. In addition, it

would be useful to test the generalizability of our findings to other types of small-scale data

representations, for example, the area chart, which was also often preferred.
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Conclusion 7
My research intends to understand how to design and use micro-visualizations for pervasive

and mobile data exploration. In this thesis, I started by presenting findings from an ideation

workshop that can help us imagine future smartwatch visualization in the context of sight-

seeing (Chapter 3). Then I discussed currently practiced data types and representations on

smartwatch faces and untapped opportunities for visualization research (Chapter 4). Also, I

presented a design space for smartwatch data representations which can help designers and

experts to think of intuitive designs for smartwatch data (Chapter 5). Finally, I presented my

work on the readability of micro-visualizations on fitness trackers (e.g., smartwatches, fitness

bands), considering the impact of size and aspect ratio in sleep tracking data (Chapter 6).

The initial pair of challenges concerns information needs specific to smartwatches, prompting

the need for a comprehensive smartwatch face design. Drawing from the insights gained in

tackling these challenges, we evaluated the efficacy of the visualization displayed on both

a smartwatch and a fitness band. Figure 7.1 shows the correlation between the motives

driving my research pursuits and the approaches to overcome the associated challenges.

Based on the findings of all my studies, it can be concluded that smartwatch applications

have the potential for contextual usage, which can enhance user engagement greatly. We

also found that using data visualization techniques such as charts or graphs in smartwatch

mini-dashboards is still rare, despite the fact that people can read even complex charts

effectively. Through charts, users can quickly and easily understand their data and make

informed decisions. These findings open opportunities both for visualization designers and

for empirical research that can inspire the visualization community moving forward.

7.1 Summary and Contributions of the Thesis

Research Challenges of my Thesis. In the Chapter 1, I explained the research context

and the motivation of my research. I discussed why smartwatch visualization research is

important to the community and the major goals of my thesis. Specifically, I highlighted

the difficulties of designing a smartwatch face, a mini data dashboard of smartwatches, and

the readability of smartwatch data. I mentioned four main research challenges I have been

tackling during my thesis.

Related Work and Research Gaps. In the next chapter, Chapter 2, I discussed related

work, state-of-the-art of smartwatch use, and smartwatch data visualization. The main
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Fig. 7.1: The motives driving my research pursuits and the approaches to overcome the
associated challenges.

goal of this chapter was to show the significant issues inherent in representing data on

the small display of smartwatches. This chapter describes prior findings, research gaps,

and how my research complements prior work. I found that despite the growing usage

of smartwatches in health, fitness and self-tracking, contextual information needs, or use

in sports activity, the smartwatches have great potential. However, data representation

and display on fitness trackers and smartwatches have received less attention in the past.

Wearers may quit smartwatch use and miss out on the benefits of this technology if there is a

lack of context-specific data representation or if visualizations are inadequately designed.

I discussed how my work is focused specifically on data representation on fitness trackers

and smartwatches, how dedicated representations for smartwatches should be designed,

and how my work complements previous recommendations. Moreover, I conducted a small

systematic review to analyze papers on smartwatch face designs or application designs for

data representation, and I categorized the articles according to their main research focus.

I emphasized less studied topics in previous work, such as smartwatch face visualization

design, despite the fact that the smartwatch face is the most frequently seen screen by

wearers.

Context Specific Visualizations on Smartwatches. Chapter 3 presents an analysis of

the results of a full-day context-specific ideation exercise for smartwatch visualizations.

Participants of the exercise created 34 sketches during a sightseeing activity. The main

contribution of the chapter is a set of ideas for smartwatch motivations that highlight areas

where possible micro-visualizations might be desired and that offer potential avenues for

future research. The analysis of these sketches showed where visualizations could be applied

and shown, what information needs they could target, and how data could be represented

in the sightseeing context. The chapter also reflects our insights from the workshop and
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describes the key benefits, such as– being in-situ, being at the moment, repetition, and the

importance of the props to facilitate the ideation workshop for mobile data visualization.

Data and Representations on Smartwatch Face. Chapter 4 presents the findings of a survey

with 237 smartwatch wearers and assesses the types of data and representations commonly

displayed on watch faces. This work contributes to understanding the current real-world

use of representation types on smartwatches and additional findings that can inform and

inspire the visualization community to pursue smartwatch visualization. We found icons

accompanied by text are the most frequent representation types, dominantly displaying

health and fitness data. We also found that smartwatches could capture many more data

items, but currently, wearers do not see these on their watch faces. The main contribution of

this study is a quantitative survey of different types of data and visual representations that

smartwatch wearers saw, as well as additional findings that inspire smartwatch visualization

research.

A Design Space for Smartwatch Visualization. Chapter 5 presents a systematic review and

proposes a design space for considering how to visualize data on smartwatch faces. This

chapter builds on our prior work (Chapter 4) and contributes an in-depth study and analysis

of visualization designs for popular premium smartwatch faces according to their design

styles, amount and types of data, as well as visualization styles and encodings they included.

From our analysis, we derive a design space to provide an overview of the most important

considerations for new data displays for smartwatch faces and other small displays. Our

design space can serve as an overview and inspiration for design choices and grounding for

empirical work on smartwatch visualization design.

Readability of Sleep Visualization on Fitness Trackers. Chapter 6 presents the findings of

four studies related to the visualization of sleep data on wearables with two form factors:

smartwatches and fitness bands. Our goal was to understand the interests, preferences,

and effectiveness of different sleep visualizations by form factor. In a survey, we showed

that wearers were mostly interested in weekly sleep duration and nightly sleep phase data.

Visualizations of this data were generally preferred over purely text-based representations,

and the preferred chart type for fitness bands and smartwatches was often the same. In one

in-person pilot study and two crowdsourced studies, we then tested the effectiveness of the

most preferred representations for different tasks and found that participants performed

simple tasks effectively on both form factors, but more complex tasks benefited from the

larger smartwatch size. Lastly, we reflected on our crowdsourced study methodology for

testing the effectiveness of visualizations for wearables.
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7.2 Limitations

Limitations were highlighted in each dedicated chapter for all of the studies done in this

thesis. In this part, I will go through the more general limitations of my work.

Technical Realizations. From our ideation exercise and our later studies, we found a very

large space of possibilities for smartwatch visualizations in different contexts. However,

many of these might currently not be technically realizable. For example, for context-specific

ideas it still needs to be determined how the context would be detected and lead to a switch

on the device for the various applications. Technical limitations, therefore, might make some

of the ideas less feasible.

Qualitative Insights. In both the smartwatch face survey and review, we investigated which

information people display on watch faces and how. Both evaluations clearly show that text

is the most frequent way to represent data on watch faces, while charts combined with text

and/or icons are rare in practice. Also, in our sleep study, when we chose the designs for

the tested stimuli, we prioritized real-world likeness over design consistency. However, we

did not study “why” people chose the information they wanted to see or the design choices

made by the designers. If the designers choose to represent data in specific representation

types (e.g., text or icons), it would be useful to know why the designers picked a particular

representation type. In general, our studies were less likely to analyze wearers’ opinions,

expectations, or reasons for preferences for data displays. Such qualitative insights could

have added a more meaningful basis for interpreting our quantitative findings. We also need

to learn about the usability of current visualization on watch faces. For example, how easily

can wearers navigate the visualizations on the smartwatch face design? Are the visuals clear

and intuitive, or do they require excessive explanation or user training?

Real-world Evaluation. Our own ideas and the results of our studies have yet to be

translated into real-world applications. For example, in Chapter 6, our results show that

sleep visualizations on fitness bands can be effectively read for different tasks even though

they display a lot of data. It would be useful to deploy such visualizations in a real-world

context, test them, and collect feedback from actual use outside the lab. Besides, our

smartwatch face design space (described in Chapter 5 ) is primarily descriptive and has the

potential to be generative. However, we are still determining how our design space will

impact the smartwatch face designers or practitioners’ vision. Evaluating it in real-world

practice makes it easier to determine whether this design space helps to generate ideas for

smartwatch visualization design practitioners.

Approximating Smartwatch Usage. In our ideation workshop, we gave every participant a

physical paper prop (see Figure 3.1 in the shape of a smartwatch. Two partners combinedly

drew ideas on paper props without being worn on the arm. In a real-life scenario, wearing

the smartwatch and looking at the data requires considerations such as hand posture,
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(a) driving context (b) cycling context

Fig. 7.2: (a) & (b) Examples of prop and ideation workhop setting according to the context.

visualization size, rotation, or the gaze’s angle to the vis. In our current work (see Figure 7.2),

I have adapted the initial methodology from Chapter 3 such that a single participant is

wearing the prop and sketches draft ideas in a given setting. We consider that by wearing a

prop, the designer will get more insights to approximate real smartwatch usage.

For the sleep visualization study, during the covid pandemic, we changed our initial study

design from an in-person one to a crowdsourced one where we simulated smartwatches and

fitness band screens on mobile phones. This worked well in general, and trends and evidence

of differences across conditions were mostly similar. Nevertheless, we cannot perform all

types of fitness tracker studies online by using smartphones, for example, those that require

actually wearing the device. Nevertheless, for our perception-type experiments simulating

smartwatches and fitness tracker screens on a smartphone worked well.

7.3 Future Work

While we have previously hinted at some possible future research directions and research

agenda, here, I highlight what I consider to be the most important and promising research

directions for smartwatch visualization.

Scalability: The Number of Complications and Their Complexity. For small data represen-

tations, it is intuitive to recommend that their designs should be simple and should encode

only a few data values or dimensions. However, it would be helpful to study the encoding

limits in more depth empirically. Studies could investigate two scenarios of increasing visual-

ization complexity: (1) adding more dimensions, more data values, and more encoding types

while keeping the same (small) display space and (2) decreasing the display space while

keeping the same level of data complexity. Some of the past studies on visualization size

(e.g., [35, 85, 86, 100, 157]) have consistently shown that people prefer larger visualizations
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but we have also seen that participants could quite effectively and correctly complete certain

tasks with appropriate encodings [23]. In addition to questions regarding the scalability (or

miniaturization) of visualizations, scalability questions also arise regarding the number of

visualizations to show on watch faces. Should all data be represented with a visualization?

If not, what would be a good number to have? Both our survey and review show that

wearers have 3–5 complications on average, including time on their watch faces. The highest

number of complications was 17. How many complications on a small smartwatch display

can effectively communicate with the wearers needs future research. In summary, there are

several avenues of scalability to explore: more data, smaller size, and more visualizations.

Understanding How Context Matters. The primarily intended context of a fitness tracker’s

use needs to be considered in its graphical and interaction design. The default for some

Garmin watches, for example, is to show data during exercise using a large black font

on a white background. No visualizations are shown. Is this the most effective way to

communicate data to wearers or the one that ensures the most safety during other primary

tasks? Especially contexts with divided attention, for example, glancing during driving,

cycling, or running, require further research attention. Here, viewers can only afford quick

glances at watch faces. Visualizations in these settings are difficult to evaluate and test, and

future work is needed not only on which visualizations are glanceable but also on study

methodologies to actually measure glanceability during activities while wearers are on the

move.

Another important factor is the intended task context for watch faces. So far, most research

has focused on watch face representations for improving personal health (Figure 2.2). Yet,

we also saw commercial watch faces target contexts of use that we had not seen in research,

such as entertainment, festival, or military usage. In Chapter 3, we showed that with

dedicated ideation exercises, watch faces could be easily envisioned that target specific usage

contexts such as sightseeing. Digital watch faces are easy to switch, and studying the impact

of dedicated but changing watch faces on wearers would be interesting. Furthermore, it

would be useful to investigate how to create a design to be context-aware for the real world.

For example, a design on the watch face would adjust the display based on the time of day,

the user’s location, or other relevant factors.

Understanding the Influence of Motion. When fitness trackers are worn during sports

activities and involve moving one’s arms (e.g., walking, running, swimming, skiing, climbing),

the displays will be in motion relative to the wearer’s gaze [97]. Depending on the activity,

the relative motion will be more or less predictable and more or less quick, and the wearer

will have different information needs. Motion characteristics such as speed, acceleration,

trajectories, or direction may impact the readability of visualizations. Yao et al. [197]

conducted two first evaluations about how donut charts’ moving speed and trajectory

affected reading accuracy. Their results showed that participants’ performance was better on

linear trajectories and slow speed than on irregular trajectories and fast speed. However,
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in their experiment, all participants were stationary and sat in front of a screen larger than

13 inches. Because fitness trackers have a much smaller display size and many application

scenarios involve moving viewers, the impact of motion characteristics for reading data on

smartwatches requires further research in this context.

In addition, motion in realistic indoor and outdoor scenarios will entail additional challenges,

such as changing lighting conditions, the presence of equipment, and a primary task. The

type of sport itself will largely determine the types of motion characteristics and the extent

of secondary factors; as such dedicated research is likely necessary. The characteristics of the

different sports types determine the continuity of the viewer’s movement, and the presence

of required sports equipment can directly affect the viewer’s ability to read or even attach a

fitness tracker. For example, swimming goggles may filter certain light, reduce the field of

view, or having to wear heavy coats while skiing might make it difficult to access a wrist-worn

smartwatch screen. Finally, the needed concentration on primary tasks determines the length

of time the viewer can read from their fitness tracker.

Smartwatch Display Types. The capabilities of the technology chosen to display visualiza-

tions in motion may significantly impact how well athletes can focus on their performance.

Heller et al. [87] discussed a design space for wearable displays with two main dimensions:

on-body placement and display content. As they showed, branching out from commercial

fitness trackers to wearable accessories, clothing, or skin and body projections is a possibility,

and ample research opportunities for visualization design exist—not only for performance-

oriented displays but also for ambient visualization [69]. In the future, we will see displays

of different shapes emerge for which potentially dedicated watch face designs have to be

developed. First prototypes of watch strap displays [112] and curved displays [34, 111]

have emerged already. Similarly, other types of embedded screens in clothing or wristbands

will emerge, and we have to understand how watch faces can be designed for these non-flat

displays.

Smartwatch Interaction. An issue related to display technology is how wearers can interact

with the shown content. Few interactions with visualizations on watch faces have been

implemented to mitigate the “fat finger problem” (e.g., Bezel Interaction [147], EdgeSelect

Interaction [150]). At this point, mostly simple swipes and taps are used on touch-enabled

watch faces. These allow, for example, switches between different representations or time

intervals. Yet, more complex interactions have been explored for touch interactions on

desktop-sized or tablet-sized charts (see [30, 119] for a summary). If they would be useful

and how they can be used in the context of smartwatches when the “fat finger problem”

becomes even more acute is an interesting avenue for research. In addition, interaction with

these displays could be taken into account. Burstyn et al. [34], for example, presented an

interactive wrist-worn device prototype in which the display could adjust to the wearer’s

body pose. As hand and arm postures can change rapidly during an activity, fitness trackers
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that are body-pose aware could change the rotation, size, and location of a visualization to

be most readable.

In summary, I envision that smartwatch technologies will continue to be great tools for mon-

itoring people’s health, improving daily life contextual needs, and improving functionality

for those with accessibility needs. I want to contribute more to the broader topic of micro

visualization research in my coming years.
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Appendix 8
8.1 Figure Acknowledgements

Smartwatch face examples come from Facer [127]). From left to right: a) Pixel-like Analog

/ Digital (clayton), b) Big step 6000 (MB-Watch), c) B# – Open Heart (B Sharp Watches),

d) Comic Pro! (Round or Square; Roch: Platinum Designs), e) Legion – ctOS (Watch

Dogs), f) MOD–486 Weather Watch (Michael O’Day), g) Fall Mandala (Linlay Designs), h)

WorldMap–Blue–S7 (Slumtek).
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Tab. 8.1: Four examples of smartwatch faces describing design space dimensions.

Smartwatch face Design space dimensions

a)

Factors: This watch face (designed by–Faster Stu-
dio, Facer) was designed for full color round watch
displays. It is meant to show relatively basic smart
watch data and to serve primarily as a time piece.
Style/Theme: This watch face imitates but updates
some of the oldest retro digital watches which is vis-
ible through the choice of the overall color scheme
that matches old digital watches and the semi-flat de-
sign. Components: The watch face chose only three
complications: battery life, step count, and heart rate
next to the time and date display. Graphical decora-
tors are used to give the impression of an old digital
watch. Representations: The overall theme of the
watch has a direct influence on the size and represen-
tations of components. A large amount of space is
dedicated to decorators that give the graphical con-
text of digital watches. The largest components in
the square central container show time and date. The
more modern smart watch functions are displayed as
text with small icons as labels using old digital watch
fonts.

b)

Factors: This watch face (designed by–BERGEN,
Facer) compactly assembles necessary health infor-
mation that quickly grabs health & fitness-conscious
people’s attention. This design is meant to fit in both
square, and round shape watch faces. Style/Theme:
This watch face has a modern, stylish look with a
vibrant presentation on a skeuomorphism interface.
It used three hues on a black theme color palette,
including red, neon blue, and green. The neon blue
color does not only reflect the trend but also gives
a luxurious touch to the watch face. Components:
Six complications, i. e., heart rate, step count, bat-
tery charge, distance traveled, calories burned, moon
phase, including timestamp, make this watch face
informative but at the same time displays a lot of
data to the wearers. Representations: It is interest-
ing to observe some visualization complications; for
example, heart rate and step count represent data
with the combination of Icon+Text+Chart.
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Tab. 8.1: Four examples of smartwatch faces describing design space dimensions (cont.).

Smartwatch face Design space dimensions

c)

Factors: This watch face (designed by–Apple [9]) is
aimed at helping wearers relax in sync with sooth-
ing animation. Style/Theme: The patterns in the
animated image with the calming color palette are
meant to create a soothing feel. Wearers inhale while
the animation grows and exhales as the animation
shrinks. Components: The watch face only shows
time data as an analog watch representation on a
semi-flat interface. Representations: This watch
face has no other complications except time and only
uses an animated background image.

d)

Factors: This watch face (designed by– JN Watch-
Faces, Facer) was designed for both round and square
type watch displays. The left side arc disappears
when it displays on a round-shaped watch face.
Style/Theme: The unique second dial makes this
watch face different; while its minimalistic color
palette creates an aesthetically pleasing result. The
sparing use of vibrant red color in one complication
enforces the minimalistic design. Components: It
shows heart rate, step count, temperature, sky con-
dition, calories burned, distance traveled, and bat-
tery charging complications, including a timestamp.
Representations: Two complications, step count
and watch battery charging, are represented with
chart+icon+text, where the Icon is used as a label.
For others, sky condition is represented with Icon only,
heart rate with Icon+Text and other complications
are represented with simple text.
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